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In 2020, the European Commission presented a 
Counter Terrorism Agenda and a new EU Security Union 
Strategy. These documents outlined the complex and 
evolving security landscape facing our Union in these 
unprecedented times. They also proposed approaches 
to manage risks ranging from climate change, to de-
mographic trends, to political instability, to terrorism 
or the impact of the pandemic beyond Europe’s bor-
ders. Preventing violent extremism is an important part 
of this bigger picture. This extremism can take many 
forms. And even though we are confronted with it most 
viscerally when a terrorist act destroys lives, it also 
does serious harm when it bubbles under the surface 
undermining social cohesion in local communities and 
polarising society. 

The challenges posed by violent extremism are faced 
both by us here in Europe and by people in countries 
around the world. In our globalised society, we cannot 
separate risks unfolding within our borders from those 
emerging in other regions. This is why the EU is commit-
ted to working together with partners internationally to 
tackle the root causes of violent extremism, by way of a 
range of funding programmes aimed at preventing and 
countering extremism. We place a premium on collabo-
rating with organisations that are deeply rooted in a par-
ticular locality, allowing us to respond to local challenges 
with local solutions – in tune with a community’s culture, 
KGLBDSJȩMDȩGRQȩFGQRMPW
ȩ?LBȩN?WGLEȩFCCBȩRMȩQNCAGȏAȩAML-
ȐGARȩBWL?KGAQ�ȩ+MPCMTCP
ȩUCȩNSPQSCȩ?ȩ~UFMJCȩMDȩQMAGCRW�ȩ
approach, empowering actors from across governments, 
education, civil society, community organisations and re-
ligious groups, to name just a few. This allows us to tap 
into local knowledge, build on what works and develop a 
sustainable impact. 

 

Our key response to address the threat of terrorism, 
whether within the EU or by working with our global 
partners is prevention. In this context, the EU has been 
a leader in initiatives to tackle extremist content on-
line, empower those on the front lines in addressing 
radicalisation, and trace and stem funding for terrorist 
organisations, to name a few. In addition, preventing 
and countering violent extremism is a key element of 
EU development policy, as we see resilient communi-
ties as the backbone of peaceful societies. In line with 
RFCȩAMLACNRȩMDȩ ~QCASPGRWȩDMPȩBCTCJMNKCLR�ȩ?LBȩRFCȩ3,ȩ
1SQR?GL?@JCȩ"CTCJMNKCLRȩ%M?Jȩ��ȩ ~.C?AC
ȩ HSQRGACȩ?LBȩ
strong institutions’, there is no sustainable develop-
ment without security, and vice versa. Assisting our 
partner regions around the world to address this chal-
lenge will help deliver the stability needed for prosperi-
RWȩRMȩEPMU
ȩRMȩRFCȩ@CLCȏRȩMDȩ?JJ�ȩ�AAPMQQȩ?JJȩ#3ȩ?ARGTGRGCQȩ
GLȩRFGQȩQNFCPC
ȩUCȩPGEGBJWȩ?BFCPCȩRMȩRFCȩNPGLAGNJCȩMDȩ~BMȩ
no harm’ in terms of how we implement programmes 
and who we work with, with the rule of law and human 
rights always taking utmost priority. 

At its heart, the EU’s approach to preventing and 
countering violent extremism is about people. It is 
about building relationships with local communities 
and, among them, reaching out to those individuals 
who are vulnerable to radicalisation so that we can 
help them build resilience and gain the tools they 
need. It is the story of these people, of their commu-
nities, and of working together for a more stable and 
secure future. This brochure shares some of these 
stories. I hope they will give you an insight into the 
@PC?BRFȩ?LBȩBCNRFȩMDȩMSPȩUMPIȩGLȩRFGQȩȏCJB
ȩ?LBȩFMUȩ
EU funding is making an impact in tackling these ur-
gent challenges. 

Foreword 
by Hilde Hardeman, 
Director – Head of Service for Foreign Policy Instruments, European Commission
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This map shows the main regions each 
of our projects is active in. Projects with 
important activities in several regions, 
appear on this map for each of these 
regions, causing some overlap. Projects 
GLȧ#SPMNCȧUGRFMSRȧ?LWȧQNCAGȏAȧR?PECRȧ
regions have not been included.
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Shaken by a surge of terrorist attacks in countries 
across the EU, Europe has been confronting the conse-
quences of violent extremism (VE) within its own bor-
ders in recent years. Yet VE is an urgent challenge fac-
ing societies not only in Europe, but all over the globe. 
'LBCCB
ȩGRȩGQȩMȓCLȩRFMQCȩPCEGMLQȩ?JPC?BWȩQRPSEEJGLEȩUGRFȩ
political instability and economic inequality that bear 
the brunt of extremist ideologies and the violence they 
can unleash. 

By working with 
international partners 
with local networks, 
the EU seeks to tackle 
the root causes of VE 
across regions, aiming 
to prevent extremist 
views from progress-
ing to violence. On 
the one hand, this is 
a matter of protect-
ing European citizens: 
in a globalised and 
connected world, it 
is impossible to stop 
dynamics unfolding 
on one continent from 
spilling over into the 
next. On the other, 
tackling VE outside of 
Europe is an impor-
tant part of the EU’s 
commitment to development, as security is understood 
as an essential precondition for prosperity. This is not 
MLJWȩ?ȩ#SPMNC?Lȩ@SRȩ?ȩEJM@?JȩM@HCARGTC
ȩ?QȩPCȐCARCBȩGLȩ
RFCȩ3,ȩ1SQR?GL?@JCȩ"CTCJMNKCLRȩ%M?Jȩ�1"%�ȩ��ȩPCJ?R-
GLEȩRMȩ~.C?AC
ȩHSQRGACȩ?LBȩQRPMLEȩGLQRGRSRGMLQ��

What is violent extremism 
– and what is P/CVE?

What exactly is violent extremism? Understandings 
and perspectives on it can vary around the world and 
LCGRFCPȩ RFCȩ #SPMNC?Lȩ 3LGMLȩ LMPȩ RFCȩ 3LGRCBȩ ,?RGMLQȩ
F?TCȩQCRRJCBȩMLȩ?LȩMȑAG?JȩBCȏLGRGML�ȩ2FCȩ-1!#ȩNPMTGBCQȩ
a comprehensive description though, stating that the 

term VE “generally refers to acts 
MDȩTGMJCLACȩRF?Rȩ?PCȩHSQRGȏCBȩ@WȩMPȩ
associated with an extremist reli-
gious, social, or political ideology. 
The concept of violent extremism 
is broader and more expansive 
than terrorism, because it accom-
modates any kind of violence, as 
long as its motivation is deemed 
extremist.” 1  

The broad nature of VE requires 
?ȩ KMPCȩ BGȎCPCLRG?RCBȩ PCQNMLQCȩ
than security-based counterter-
rorism (CT) measures. While CT fo-
cuses on intercepting and pursuing 
those already engaged in terrorist 
?ARGTGRGCQ
ȩ CȎMPRQȩ RMȩ NPCTCLRȩ ?LBȩ
counter VE aim to take action be-
fore an individual is driven to take 
N?PRȩGLȩRCPPMPGQRȩ?ARGTGRWȩGLȩRFCȩȏPQRȩ
place. This can involve interven-
tions to prevent the radicalisation 

process, action to tackle structural economic or social 
challenges that can fuel grievances, or assistance to 
communities seeking to resist extremism and address 
its underlying drivers. Preventing and countering VE 
– or P/CVE – can therefore be described as “a broad 
umbrella term that covers activities implemented by 
governmental and non-governmental actors seeking to 
prevent or mitigate violent extremism through non-co-
ercive measures that are united by the objective of ad-
dressing the drivers of violent extremism.” 2  

Introduction

By working with 
international partners 
with local networks, 
the EU seeks to 
tackle the root 
causes of violent 
extremism to prevent 
extremist views 
from progressing to 
violence.

1  Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe, A Whole-of-Society Approach to Preventing and Countering Violent Extremism and Radi-
calization that Lead to Terrorism (2020), p. 19.

2 Ibid, p. 21.
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%PGCT?LACQȧ?PMSLBȧCVGQRGLEȧAMLȐGARȧ?LBȧ
violence. Strong sense of alienation 
and injustice which is reinforced by 

Islamophobia, xenophobia and 
discrimination.

Social exclusion, marginalisation and
discrimination, limited social mobility, limited 

education or employment, an element of
displacement, criminality, lack of social

cohesion and self-exclusion.

Cultural marginalisation, which 
produces alienation and a lack of belonging 

to either home or the parents’ society.

Alienation and exclusion, anger and 
frustration, grievance and a strong 

sense of injustice. 

Charismatic leadership, pre-existing 
friendship and kinship ties, socialisation, 

groupthink; self-isolation, polarising 
behaviour and counter-cultural elements. 

Sacred historical mission and belief 
in apocalyptic prophecy; a sense that 

religion or community is under siege and 
a desire to protect faith under assault. 

The internet “reaches otherwise unreachable 
individuals“, it accelerates the process 

of radicalisation, and increases opportunities 
for self radicalisation.

Psychological trauma experienced
via parents with post-traumatic 
stress disorder or other complex

psychological problems.

Hate preachers and those that prey on
vulnerabilities, grievances and channel 
recruits into violent extremism through 
persuasion, pressure and manipulation. 

?

Political factorsSocial factorsIndividual 
socio-psychological 

factors

Group 
dynamics

Radicalisers/
groomers

Ideological/religious 
factors

Social media

Culture and identity 
crisis

Trauma and other 
trigger mechanisms

There is no single cause or pathway into radicalisation and violent extremism. According to 
research, violent extremism can be best conceptualised as a kaleidoscope of factors, creating 
a multitude of individual combinations.

THE ROOT CAUSES 
OF VIOLENT EXTREMISM
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Getting to the root of  
the issue

In short, P/CVE aims to go beyond the symptoms to 
address root causes – but what are those root caus-
CQ�ȩ0CQC?PAFCPQȩUPGRCȩ?@MSRȩRFCȩ~NSQFȩD?ARMPQ�ȩ�QRPSA-
RSP?JȩQMAGMCAMLMKGAȩAMLBGRGMLQȩRF?RȩA?Lȩ~NSQF�ȩNCMNJCȩ
RMU?PBQȩ P?BGA?JGQ?RGML�ȩ ?LBȩ ~NSJJȩ D?ARMPQ�ȩ �?QNCARQȩ MDȩ
extremist groups that can seem attractive) that can 
lead an individual to engage in VE. Yet whether or not 
a person is ultimately driven to VE is not a simple case 
MDȩA?SQC�?LB�CȎCAR�ȩ

According to P/CVE research, there is no single 
cause or pathway into radicalisation and violent ex-
tremism – rather the road to VE should be viewed as 
AMKNPGQGLEȩ?ȩI?JCGBMQAMNCȩMDȩD?ARMPQ
ȩAPC?RGLEȩGLȏLGRCȩ
individual combinations.3 These factors can be political, 
social, ideological or religious, and can include individ-
ual factors like trauma, alienation or identity crisis. A 
person’s environment can also play a decisive role: for 
example, the group dynamics of their social circle or 
their proximity to radicalisers that prey on vulnerabili-
ties. All of this can be compounded by information and 
propaganda spread online and through social media, 
which can accelerate radicalisation.

Development
of education

Empowerment
of women

Media 
capacity

Youth
work

Socioeconomic
inclusion

Transitional
justice

Governance
capacity building

Inter-communal
activities 

including sport 
and inter-faith dialogue

The European Commission’s P/CVE projects span eight themes: 

PREVENTING AND COUNTERING
VIOLENT EXTREMISM 

3 Magnus Ranstorp and Peder Hyllengren, Förebyggande av våldsbejakande extremism I tredjeland (Swedish Defence University 2013).
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Complex challenge –  
multifaceted solutions 

In the face of this complex web of root causes, 
RFCPCȩ GQȩ LMȩ MLC�QGXC�ȏRQ�?JJȩ QMJSRGML�ȩ 2FGQȩ GQȩ UFWȩ RFCȩ
#3�Qȩ Ȑ?EQFGNȩ .!4#ȩ NPMEP?KKCȩ 120'4#ȩ �QRPCLERFCL-
ing resilience against violent extremism), and other EU 
programmes, takes a multifaceted approach, funding 
projects that tackle a broad spectrum of issues across 
eight key areas:

- Education: P/CVE educational programmes can 
take many forms – from teaching on the warning signs 
of radicalisation, to promoting values of tolerance and 
diversity as a bulwark against extremism. 

- Media capacity: By working with local journalists 
and media, programmes can enhance understanding 
of P/CVE and encourage inclusive, impartial reporting.

- Empowerment of women: Engaging with women 
directly to raise their ability to address VE can be par-
RGASJ?PJWȩ@CLCȏAG?JȩEGTCLȩRFCȩACLRP?JȩWCRȩMȓCLȩAMKNJCVȩ
role they can play in addressing VE.

- Youth work: As young people can be particular-
ly susceptible to VE recruiters, programmes such as 
mentorship and life skills training can help personal 
development and give a new sense of direction and 
QCJD�AMLȏBCLAC�

- Socioeconomic inclusion: Programmes that seek 
to open up new economic prospects in disadvantaged 
areas can help people build the skills to determine their 
MULȩDSRSPC
ȩMȎCPGLEȩLCUȩNMQQG@GJGRGCQ�ȩ

- Governance capacity building: By providing sup-
port and training to government and other institutions, 
capacity building programmes can equip them with the 
skills, knowledge and understanding needed to engage 
GLȩCȎCARGTCȩ.!4#�ȩ

- Transitional justice: Supporting divided commu-
nities in remedying injustices and addressing ongoing 
AMLȐGARQȩA?LȩFCJNȩ?KCJGMP?RCȩRCLQGMLQȩRF?RȩK?WȩMRFCP-
wise spill over into violence. 

- Intercommunal activities: Initiatives to bring 
BGȎCPCLRȩAMKKSLGRGCQȩRMECRFCP
ȩUFCRFCPȩRFPMSEFȩGLRCP-
D?GRFȩBG?JMESCȩMPȩ?ȩQGKNJCȩQNMPRQȩE?KC
ȩA?Lȩ@CȩCȎCARGTCȩ
in furthering understanding between groups. 

Across all of these activities, the EU is committed 
to four general principles. First, action must be evi-
dence-based, with interventions taking their lead from 
RFCȩJ?RCQRȩPCQC?PAFȩGLȩRFCȩ.!4#ȩȏCJB�ȩ1CAMLB
ȩC?AFȩNPM-
ject must be tailored to the local context: every place 
GQȩBGȎCPCLR
ȩ?LBȩCTCPWȩQCRȩMDȩAGPASKQR?LACQȩGQȩBGȎCPCLRȩ
zȩKC?LGLEȩRFCPCȩA?Lȩ@CȩLMȩQGKNJCȩ~ASRȩ?LBȩN?QRC�ȩQMJS-
tions from one context and then applied another. Third, 
#3ȩNPMHCARQȩR?ICȩ?ȩ~UFMJCȩMDȩQMAGCRW�ȩ?NNPM?AF
ȩUMPIGLEȩ
closely across the full spectrum of actors beyond tradi-
tional security and law enforcement: from public health 
and social service providers, to parents and families, 
education institutions, municipal authorities and the 
NPGT?RCȩQCARMP�ȩ�LBȩȏL?JJW
ȩȩRFCȩ#3ȩGQȩAMKKGRRCBȩRMȩRFCȩ
NPGLAGNJCȩLMRȩMLJWȩMDȩ~BMȩLMȩF?PK�ȩ@SRȩMDȩ~BMȩK?VGKSKȩ
good’ with every action undertaken.

Development
of education

Empowerment
of women

Media 
capacity

Youth
work

Socioeconomic
inclusion

Transitional
justice

Governance
capacity building

Inter-communal
activities 

including sport 
and inter-faith dialogue

The European Commission’s P/CVE projects span eight themes: 

PREVENTING AND COUNTERING
VIOLENT EXTREMISM 

The EU is committed to the principle 
not only of ‘do no harm’ but of ‘do 
maximum good’.
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A global approach
The stories presented in this brochure provide an 

introduction to the EU’s work in P/CVE. The projects 
funded cover a wide geographic area, from Africa to 
RFCȩ+GBBJCȩ#?QRȩRMȩ!CLRP?Jȩ?LBȩ1MSRFC?QRȩ�QG?�ȩ5CȩUMPIȩ
with a range of partners on implementation, facilitating 
collaboration with a strong network of local grassroots 
organisations that are active and well-established in 
the communities where they operate. This is essential 
to ensure funding is targeted to local people and builds 
on existing initiatives. 

The ten stories featured in the brochure look at the 
human impact of EU-funded P/CVE work through three 
JCLQCQ
ȩPCȐCARGLEȩRFCȩNPGLAGNJCQȩMSRJGLCBȩ?@MTC�ȩ

- Developing local solutions: stories that show 
the importance of understanding local contexts, and of 
working with local actors to build P/CVE capacity and 
create new opportunities.

- -BLMIB�QE>Q�J>HB�>�AFȍBOBK@B� stories that look 
?RȩCȎMPRQȩRMȩ@PGLEȩNCMNJCȩRMECRFCP
ȩMPȩRMȩCKNMUCPȩQNC-
AGȏAȩEPMSNQȩRMȩQRPCLERFCLȩPCQGJGCLACȩRMȩ4#�

- New approaches: stories that underline the val-
ue of cutting-edge, locally rooted research, of sharing 
knowledge across P/CVE practitioners, and of ensuring 
the adaptability of projects for long-term impact.

It is important to note that the projects in this bro-
AFSPCȩUCPCȩLMRȩAFMQCLȩ@CA?SQCȩRFCWȩ?PCȩRFCȩ~@GEECQR�ȩ
in terms of funding or numbers of people. They are 
simply a handful of examples of the exceptional work 
being done under the STRIVE programme by our part-
ners around the world to counter and prevent VE. We 
hope they will bring to life the value of this work for 
local communities and the individuals who live there.  

 

Evidence-based 
The response is based on the latest objective 

research. Many actions help develop
 the knowledge base on the prevention of 

violent extremism.

Do No Harm 
and Maximise Good

Interventions are framed to ensure that they do 
not cause human rights violations, exacerbate 
divisions between communities and institutions 
or worsen existing grievances while still striving 

for impact.

Adapted to the local context
2FCPCȧ?PCȧLMȧMLC�QGXC�ȏRQ�?JJȧQMJSRGMLQȧ

to violent extremism. All our actions are rooted 
in a nuanced and in-depth knowledge of the 

JMA?JȧAMLRCVRȧ?LBȧGRQȧQNCAGȏAGRGCQ�ȧ

A whole of society approach
Interventions involve a wide range of actors 

beyond traditional law enforcement and security 
actors, from civil society and public 

GLQRGRSRGMLQȧRMȧ@SQGLCQQCQȧ?LBȧJC?BGLEȧȏESPCQȧ
within local communities.

The European Commission’s P/CVE programming follows a number 
of general principles:

We work with a 
range of partners 
on implementation, 
facilitating 
collaboration with 
a strong network 
of local grassroots 
organisations.
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Evidence-based 
The response is based on the latest objective 

research. Many actions help develop
 the knowledge base on the prevention of 

violent extremism.

Do No Harm 
and Maximise Good

Interventions are framed to ensure that they do 
not cause human rights violations, exacerbate 
divisions between communities and institutions 
or worsen existing grievances while still striving 

for impact.

Adapted to the local context
2FCPCȧ?PCȧLMȧMLC�QGXC�ȏRQ�?JJȧQMJSRGMLQȧ

to violent extremism. All our actions are rooted 
in a nuanced and in-depth knowledge of the 

JMA?JȧAMLRCVRȧ?LBȧGRQȧQNCAGȏAGRGCQ�ȧ

A whole of society approach
Interventions involve a wide range of actors 

beyond traditional law enforcement and security 
actors, from civil society and public 

GLQRGRSRGMLQȧRMȧ@SQGLCQQCQȧ?LBȧJC?BGLEȧȏESPCQȧ
within local communities.

The European Commission’s P/CVE programming follows a number 
of general principles:
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DEVELOPING 
LOCAL 
SOLUTIONS



Complex 
contexts 

“Go back to the beginning, and our society was one 
of complementarity: the livestock farmer provided the 
animals and the milk; the crop farmer provided the 
grain… They complemented each other. But with this 
AMLȐGAR
ȩ RFCWȩF?TCȩQR?PRCBȩ RMȩQCCȩC?AFȩMRFCPȩ?QȩCLC-
KGCQ�}ȩ2FCQCȩ?PCȩ RFCȩ PCȐCARGMLQȩMDȩ '@P?FGK?ȩ1?LI?Pĸ
ȩ
1CAPCR?PWȩ%CLCP?JȩMDȩ"CJR?ȩ1SPTGC
ȩ?ȩ+?JG?Lȩ,%-ȩRF?Rȩ
has worked for years with villages along the border be-
RUCCLȩ+?JGȩ ?LBȩ SPIGL?ȩ$?QM�ȩ 2FCȩ PCEGMLȩF?Qȩ QCCLȩ?ȩ
QRCCNȩGLAPC?QCȩGLȩAMLȐGARȩ?LBȩTGMJCLACȩGLȩPCACLRȩWC?PQ
ȩ
escalating to the point that state forces no longer felt 
it was possible to enter the territory. For the local com-
munities, the consequences cut to the very heart of 
their livelihoods. “Because of the security situation, no-
@MBWȩB?PCBȩRMȩEMȩRMȩRFCȩȏCJBQȩUGRFȩRFCGPȩ?LGK?JQȩ?LW-
more,” recalls one of the residents of the village Koro 
MLȩ RFCȩ+?JG?Lȩ QGBCȩMDȩ RFCȩ@MPBCP�ȩ 4GMJCLRȩ AMLȐGARȩ JGICȩ
this can easily become a breeding ground for extreme 
thought that plays into existing grievances. To prevent 
violent extremism, it thus becomes necessary to ad-
dress its underlying causes. 

2FCȩ MPGEGLȩ MDȩ RFCȩ AMLȐGARȩ GQȩ AMKNJCV
ȩUGRFȩKWPG?Bȩ
local historical, social and economic factors playing a 
role. For years, traditional tensions over land use had 
@CCLȩK?L?ECBȩCȎCARGTCJWȩ@WȩJMA?Jȩ?ARMPQ�ȩ SRȩUGRFȩRFCȩ
arrival of modern farming techniques and a rise in de-
DMPCQR?RGMLȩ RMȩ APC?RCȩ APMNȩȏCJBQ
ȩ RFCȩQRPSEEJCȩ RMȩ AML-
trol the land’s resources grew more acute. As social 
cohesion began to fray, the community came under 
additional pressure from violent extremists active in 
the border region. Seeking to expand their reach and 
recruitment, these extremist groups stood to gain from 
stoking existing tensions between generations or com-
KSLGRWȩJC?BCPQȩzȩ?BBGLEȩDSCJȩRMȩRFCȩȐ?KCQȩMDȩKGQRPSQRȩ
and provoking a rise in violence between local groups. 

This was the challenging situation that confront-
ed Delta Survie. Thanks to a long track record of work 
with these border communities, they understood that 
the only path towards an impactful solution lay with 
the local people themselves. “Our aim was to provide 
mediation training, so that they could manage the situ-
?RGMLȩGLBCNCLBCLRJW
}ȩCVNJ?GLQȩ+Pȩ1?LI?Pĸ�ȩ|2FCȩEM?JȩGQȩ
RMȩLMRȩMLJWȩPCBSACȩRFCȩAMLȐGARQȩ@SRȩRMȩFCJNȩRFCKȩPCMP-
ganise the social structures so they are sustainable for 
RFCȩDSRSPC�}ȩ1SNNMPRCBȩ@Wȩ#3ȩDSLBGLEȩRFPMSEFȩ?ȩ3,'!-
RI-managed project, Delta Survie set the wheels in mo-
tion by selecting four people from the local community 
to receive initial training. These four then went on to 
train a further 32 local actors – two per commune, with 
an equal balance of women and men. Adapted to each 
JMA?JGRW
ȩ RFCȩ NPMEP?KKCȩ AMTCPCBȩ AMLȐGARȩ KCBG?RGML
ȩ
U?PLGLEȩQWQRCKQȩRF?RȩA?LȩQNMRȩAMLȐGARȩC?PJW
ȩ?LBȩCQ-
R?@JGQFCBȩAMLȐGARȩK?L?ECKCLRȩAMKKGRRCCQ�

“If you don’t 
know the 
community, 
it just won’t 
work.”
Ibrahima Sankaré, Secretary 
General of Delta Survie
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 Right from the start, local knowledge and support 
were seen as the key to success: “It was absolutely im-
perative that these actors were from the local area and 
that they were known and recognised as leaders with-
GLȩ RFCGPȩ QMAGCRW
}ȩ SLBCPJGLCQȩ+Pȩ1?LI?Pĸ�ȩ |'Dȩ WMSȩBML�Rȩ
know the community, if you’re not listened to in the 
community, if you’re not at that level where you can be 
a bridge between the local groups, it just won’t work.” 
Equipped with new skills gained through the training, 
RFCȩKCBG?RMPQȩUCPCȩ?@JCȩRMȩPC?AFȩMSRȩRMȩNPMKGLCLRȩȏE-
ures in their villages – arranging meetings between the 
mayor, traditional communicators, representatives of 
civil society and members of armed militia. From there, 
they worked to establish more permanent channels of 
communication between the groups.

The process has not been without its challenges, as 
explained by a resident from Koro, who himself trained 
?Qȩ?ȩKCBG?RMP�ȩ|�RȩRFCȩQR?PR
ȩMLCȩBGȑASJRWȩUCȩF?BȩU?Qȩ
that a militia was reluctant to participate in our ses-
sions.” But the combination of new skills from the 
training and deep local knowledge opened new doors: 
“We had the idea to approach an elder of Koro to ex-

plain our mission and the problem. He was interested 
in the project and he called us back that evening to 
visit the militia’s camp, where we met with their repre-
sentative who ultimately did agree to join the process. 
The training gave us an important lesson: not to give 
SNȩ?LBȩRMȩPCȐCARȩMLȩ?ȩQRP?RCEWȩRMȩK?ICȩQSPCȩRF?RȩCTCPWȩ
party can participate.”

Using their newly acquired expertise, the 32 medi-
ators trained by the programme have since gone on to 
engage with a further 2 648 people in 57 villages, ad-
TMA?RGLEȩ DMPȩLML�TGMJCLRȩKCRFMBQȩ RMȩ PCQMJTCȩAMLȐGARQ�ȩ
While there still may be a long road ahead, things are 
certainly heading in the right direction: “There was di-
vision and people were no longer talking to each other; 
but through us, they created a new connection,” con-
cludes the Koro resident. And the signs are promising 
RF?RȩRFCQCȩCȎMPRQȩA?LȩJC?BȩRMȩJ?QRGLEȩGKN?AR�ȩ|5CȩNPM-
NMQCBȩRMȩRFCȩEPMSNQȩRMȩAMLRGLSCȩRFCȩNPMACQQȩ?ȓCPȩRFCȩ
project had ended – today, they are driving their own 
process of mediation, discussing how to maintain calm 
and social cohesion.” 

The 32 mediators trained  
by the programme have  
since gone on to engage  
with a further 2 648 people  
in 57 villages.

Developing local solutions
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Supporting 
institutions

Hop on the bus in downtown Jakarta at rush hour 
and you will be greeted with a familiar sight: passen-
gers intently scrolling on their smartphones, passing 
their commute reading the news or messaging with 
friends. Social media is part and parcel of everyday 
life in Indonesia, with around 200 million active us-
ers amongst a population of over 260 million. Yet the 
country has also experienced the darker side of online 
communication in recent years, as social platforms 
have been used to spread hate speech, extremist mes-
sages and even as recruitment platforms for intolerant 
or violent groups.

This challenge is acutely felt by the national gov-
CPLKCLR�ȩ|5CȩF?BȩQMKCȩA?QCQȩMDȩAMLȐGARȩGLȩ'LBMLCQG?ȩ
where hate speech shared on social media even led 

RMȩTGMJCLAC
}ȩCVNJ?GLQȩ�J?KQW?Fȩ+�ȩ"H?�D?P
ȩ.PMEP?KKCȩ
+?L?ECPȩ?RȩRFCȩ5?FGBȩ$MSLB?RGML
ȩ?ȩJMA?Jȩ,%-�ȩ|1MȩRM-
day, every ministry is aware that social media has a 
very important role, including the potential to increase 
tensions in society.” With follower counts in the millions, 
some government ministries’ social accounts have se-
rious reach among the Indonesian population too. How-
ever, the potential to use this platform to communicate 
with citizens on issues like tolerance and diversity had 
J?PECJWȩ@CCLȩJCȓȩSLR?NNCB�ȩ2FGQȩU?QȩUFCPCȩRFCȩ#3ȩ?LBȩ
3,".ȩ Q?Uȩ ?Lȩ MNNMPRSLGRW
ȩ NPMNMQGLEȩ ?Lȩ GLGRG?RGTCȩ RMȩ
provide training for ministry web managers and social 
media administrators on promoting counter-narratives 
RMȩCVRPCKGQK
ȩ?QȩN?PRȩMDȩ?ȩ,?RGML?Jȩ�ARGMLȩ.J?LȩMLȩ.PC-
venting and Countering Violent Extremism.

Whether in their role as policymakers or as an in-
terface between citizens and the state, institutions 
like these government ministries have a central role 
to play in addressing the challenge of VE. This is why 
#3ȩ NPMEP?KKCQȩ MȓCLȩUMPIȩ GLȩ N?PRLCPQFGNȩ UGRFȩ T?PG-
ous institutions to help strengthen capacities in P/
CVE based on the latest evidence from international 
research and best practices. EU-funded projects collab-



orate with policymakers, providing research to support 
?ȩ,?RGML?Jȩ�ARGMLȩ.J?LȩGLȩ2F?GJ?LBȩ�3,".�
ȩDMPȩCV?KNJC�ȩ
with law enforcement, working to build P/CVE capacity 
of security and law enforcement agency personnel in 
Kenya (STRIVE); and with educators, training trainers 
to build resilience and promote peaceful engagement 
GLȩRFCȩ.FGJGNNGLCQȩ�3,".��ȩ�QȩCTCPWȩGLQRGRSRGMLȩGQȩPMMRCBȩ
GLȩ?ȩQNCAGȏAȩFGQRMPGA?J
ȩQMAG?Jȩ?LBȩNMJGRGA?JȩAMLRCVR
ȩGRȩGQȩ
essential that each action is carefully adapted to the 
local situation to ensure maximum impact.

In the case of the government social media training 
in Indonesia, a local approach meant zooming in on 
issues most relevant to Indonesian society – leading in 
turn to a focus on communicating diversity and toler-
?LAC�ȩ5FGJCȩFMKCȩRMȩRFCȩUMPJB�QȩJ?PECQRȩ+SQJGKȩNMNSJ?-
tion, Indonesia is also a richly diverse nation with over 
1 000 ethnic groups spread across its 17 000 islands. 
“In Indonesia, we are struggling to decrease intoler-
ance at the same time as we are struggling to prevent 
L?PP?RGTCQȩ ?PMSLBȩ CVRPCKGQK
}ȩ CVNJ?GLQȩ+Pȩ "H?�D?Pȩ MDȩ
the Wahid Foundation. The foundation was one of a 
number of local organisations that contributed to the 
training sessions – all of which were selected for their 
commitment to promoting tolerance, religious modera-
tion and respect for diversity. 

Bringing together social media administrators and 
website managers from 10 government ministries, 
RFCȩ UMPIQFMNQȩ DMASQCBȩ ȏPQRȩ ?LBȩ DMPCKMQRȩ MLȩ BCTCJ-
oping narratives of tolerance as a means to counter 
extremism. Indra A. Priyanto, a social media manager 
?RȩRFCȩ.C?ACȩ+CBG?ȩ!CLRPCȩMDȩRFCȩ,?RGML?Jȩ!MSLRCPRCP-
PMPGQKȩ�ECLAWȩ� ,.2�ȩUFMȩN?PRGAGN?RCBȩGLȩRFCȩRP?GLGLE
ȩ
describes how the trainers shared in detail with par-
ticipants a range of techniques such as storytelling to 
ensure impactful messages: “We exchanged ideas on 
how to make counter-narratives to radicalisation on 
websites and social media: how to tell a story and use 
infographics to show that Indonesia is home to many 
BGȎCPCLRȩ ASJRSPCQ
ȩ PCJGEGMLQȩ ?LBȩ QMAG?Jȩ AMLTCPQ?RGMLQ�}ȩ
Emphasis was placed on open and inclusive communi-
cation, with trainers foregrounding the importance of 
ensuring all messages were based on accurate infor-
mation and data. 

An added value of the training was that is strength-
ened collaboration between the ministries and encour-
age the sharing of content across their channels. “One 
GKNMPR?LRȩ @CLCȏRȩ U?Qȩ CLF?LACBȩ LCRUMPIGLEȩ ?APMQQȩ
EMTCPLKCLRȩ GLQRGRSRGMLQ
}ȩ +Pȩ .PGW?LRMȩ CVNJ?GLQ�ȩ |2FCȩ
training raised our awareness that preventing extrem-
ism is not something we can do alone. We have to work 

together to reach our goal.” Social media administra-
tors and website managers from across the ministries 
agreed to upload a meme they had created about re-
ligious moderation and peace at the same time on the 
same day, helping to make the topic trend and expand 
their reach. Since the training, they have been putting 
these learnings into practice in their daily work. Con-
nected via a WhatsApp group named Kolaborasi Pe-
merintah (Government Collaboration), the participants 
now actively share content with each other to publish 
on their ministries’ channels. Using the #JumatToler-
ansi (Tolerance on Friday) hashtag, they can reach mil-
lions of Indonesians across the country – with a mes-
sage of tolerance, respect for diversity and a rejection 
MDȩCVRPCKGQRȩL?PP?RGTCQȩ@MRFȩML�ȩ?LBȩMȒGLC�

“The training 
raised our 
awareness 
that preventing 
extremism is 
not something 
we can do 
alone.”
Indra A. Priyanto, social 
media manager at the Peace 
Media Centre of the National 
Counterterrorism Agency

Developing local solutions
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Reaching out through education
A story from the Torun Alo project in 

Bangladesh – supported by EU funding and 
implemented by CODEC through GCERF and 
RFCȧ )Mȏȧ �L?Lȧ $MSLB?RGMLȧ zȧ BCKMLQRP?RCQȧ
how support for educational institutions 
can make a valuable impact on Preventing 
?LBȧ !MSLRCPGLEȧ 4GMJCLRȧ #VRPCKGQKȧ CȎMPRQ�ȧ
�ȓCPȧ?RRCLBGLEȧ?ȧ2MPSLȧ�JMȧQIGJJȧQCQQGMLȧ?Rȧ
her school on the signs of extremism, an 
18-year-old student realised she had seen 
many of the same signs in her neighbour: 
frustrated by poor job prospects, he had 

become withdrawn and had been shar-
GLEȧ CVRPCKGQRȧ TGCUQ�ȧ 3QGLEȧ RFCȧ RMMJQȧ QFCȧ
had learned at school, she reached out 
to her neighbour and started a conver-
sation about the negative consequences 
MDȧCVRPCKGQK�ȧ-TCPȧRGKCȧQFCȧK?L?ECBȧRMȧ
AMLTGLACȧ FGKȧ RMȧ NSPQSCȧ ?ȧ BGȎCPCLRȧ N?RF
ȧ
using suggestions based on the Torun Alo 
KCQQ?ECQ�ȧ2MB?W
ȧFCȧGQȧ?ȧQMAG?JȧUMPICPȧ?LBȧ
shopkeeper, working to counter VE in his 
community – and contributing to Torun 
�JM�QȧQIGJJȧQCQQGMLQȧFGKQCJD�



Changing 
outlooks 

The room is buzzing as 25 eager students put their 
new skills to the test. At the heart of the action, a young 
woman carefully connects the wires on a circuit-board 
as her classmate checks progress against a diagram on 
the smartphone display. The instructor lends a hand here 
and there. Projected on the big screen behind him you 
can see, a range of agricultural robots – from machines 
that automatically pull weeds, to drones that moni-
RMPȩUF?R�QȩF?NNCLGLEȩ GLȩRFCȩȏCJBQ�ȩ 'R�Qȩ?ȩLCUȩ?LEJCȩMLȩ
farm life for the young people who have travelled from 
across eastern Bur-
kina Faso to attend 
this workshop in Fada 
,�%MSPK?
ȩFMQRCBȩ@Wȩ
EU-funded organisa-
tion Jeunes Ambas-
sadeurs (JA). With 
as much as 80% of 
employment in the 
region concentrated 
in agriculture, tend-
ing livestock is part-
and-parcel of their 
day-to-day – pro-
gramming microchips, not so much. But the workshop 
has shown how these two worlds can come together 
to create new possibilities. “I didn’t know much about 
PM@MRQȩCVACNRȩDMPȩUF?Rȩ'ȩQ?UȩGLȩQAG�ȏȩȏJKQȩMPȩMLȩ24
}ȩPC-
ȐCARQȩN?PRGAGN?LRȩ.?PD?GRȩ2FGMK@G?LM�ȩ|,MUȩ'�KȩRFGLIGLEȩ
I would like to build robots for agriculture and support 
our farmers”. 

Farming is the epicentre of economic life in this part 
MDȩ SPIGL?ȩ$?QM�ȩ7CRȩGRȩF?Qȩ@CAMKCȩGLAPC?QGLEJWȩBGȑASJRȩ
for local farmers to carve out a living, as tensions over 
limited resources are compounded by security chal-
lenges posed by extremist groups gaining ground in the 
north and east of the country. And research has shown 
that extremist recruiters can take advantage of this lack 
of economic opportunities, targeting unemployed young 
people who may be frustrated with their situation and 
have time on their hands. While by no means a simple 
K?RRCPȩMDȩA?SQC�?LB�CȎCAR
ȩCAMLMKGAȩBGQ?BT?LR?ECȩA?Lȩ
therefore be one factor that may push a vulnerable indi-
vidual along the path of radicalisation. This is why a ma-
jor aim of EU Preventing and Countering Violent Extrem-
ism work is to give people the tools they need to build 
a better future for themselves and their communities.

2FCȩ PM@MRGAQȩUMPIQFMNȩ GLȩ $?B?ȩ,�%MSPK?ȩU?Qȩ BC-

signed to do just that. Supported by EU funding, it is one 
of JA’s many initiatives to strengthen social cohesion by 
opening new horizons for young people. A top priority 
is tailoring projects to the local context. And in eastern 
Burkina Faso, that puts agriculture centre stage. By in-
spiring participants to think about modernising farming 
techniques and providing hands-on training in basic ro-
bot assembly, the workshop showed how participants 
can use technology to increase yields. “It sparked en-
thusiasm and a desire to learn, to go further and create 
robots of their own,” relays JA coordinator Whali Jean 
Silvanu. “If young people do not have new opportuni-
ties, if they think they have nothing else to learn or that 
there is nothing they can do to improve their lives, they 
will be more vulnerable to violent extremism. We want 
to break that chain by showing them that it is within 
their own power to improve their daily lives.” Always on 
the lookout for a fresh opportunity, Silvanu and the JA 

team are now investigating a training 
on solar energy technology – another 
area with huge potential for a com-
munity where electricity outages are 
a common nuisance. 

#3�DSLBCBȩ "(�+ȩ JGICUGQCȩ QCCIQȩ
to address the economic challenges 
that can add fuel to societal tensions 
in Burkina Faso. A recent success sto-
PWȩ QFGȓCBȩ DMASQȩ DPMKȩ RFCȩ GLBGTGBS?Jȩ
to the structural level, with a drive to 
support local milk producers who have 
@CCLȩ D?AGLEȩ ȏCPACȩ AMKNCRGRGMLȩ DPMKȩ

GKNMPRCBȩB?GPWȩNPMBSARQ�ȩ$?AGJGR?RCBȩ@Wȩ4ĸRĸPGL?GPCQȩ1?LQȩ
Frontières Belgium (VSF-B), the programme brought to-
gether representatives from across the milk production 
chain with to create a strategy to promote local produce 
GLȩPCEGML?Jȩ?LBȩL?RGML?JȩK?PICRQ�ȩ�ȓCPȩCLE?EGLEȩUGRFȩNPM-
ducers to identify strengths and weaknesses of the cur-
rent system, a two-day workshop in the Burkinabe capital 
of Ouagadougou channelled these ideas into a concrete 
plan of action. Collaboration was placed front and centre, 
recalls VSF-B’s local project manager: “The goal was for 
each participant to contribute actions for the strategy, as 
the workshop’s outcomes were to set the foundations for 
a new national policy to promote local milk.” 

For the local producers, the programme provided a 
welcome space to come together and tackle a real eco-
nomic challenge. And beyond this concrete short-term 
outcome, the experience of elaborating a business 
plan has given them valuable skills to advocate for 
their local economies in the future. For JA’s Whali Jean 
Silvanu, fostering this sense of purpose and direction is 
where the real value of the network’s activities in the 
region lies: “The young people we work with are the au-
thors of their own development – we just have to give 
them the means to do it, so that they can be proud of 
what they can achieve.” 

Developing local solutions

“I didn’t know much 
about robots except 
for what I saw in  
RBH�Ʌ«ɅKLR«NQ«35�
Parfait Thiombiano
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“If young people 
do not have new 
opportunities, 
they will be more 
vulnerable to  
violent extremism.”
Whali Jean Silvanu,  
Jeunes Ambassadeurs coordinator

Mentorship 
+CLRMPQFGNȩ QAFCKCQȩ A?Lȩ @Cȩ ?Lȩ CȎCARGTCȩ U?Wȩ RMȩ

reach vulnerable young people and guide them to make 
positive life choices through peer-to-peer counselling 
?LBȩQSNNMPR�ȩ+CLRMPQȩRP?GLCBȩ@Wȩ#3�DSLBCBȩGLGRG?RGTCQȩ
such as STRIVE in Kenya go a step further by acting as 
?ȩJGLIȩRMȩLCRUMPIQȩMȎCPGLEȩQIGJJQȩ?LBȩCAMLMKGAȩMNNMP-
RSLGRGCQȩ zȩ DPMKȩ RP?GLGLEȩ MLȩ ȏL?LAG?JȩK?L?ECKCLRȩ RMȩ
entrepreneurship. Since 2016 the STRIVE mentorship 
programme has worked with women and men aged 17 
to 30 who are at risk of radicalisation and recruitment 
@WȩTGMJCLRȩCVRPCKGQRȩMPE?LGQ?RGMLQ�ȩ+CLRCCQȩ?PCȩN?GPCBȩ
with a mentor close in age and from a similar back-
EPMSLB�ȩ|+CLRMPQȩUFMȩF?TCȩD?ACBȩRFCȩQ?KCȩAF?JJCLECQȩ
as the mentees, have overcome them and chosen a 
positive path in life – they can relate to what the men-
tees are going through,” explains programme manager 
&?BGH?ȩ 1SJCGK?Lȩ SIC�ȩ+CLRMPQȩ ?PCȩ AFMQCLȩ@?QCBȩMLȩ
their community work and potential to be positive role 
models, and receive training on the subjects they will 
work on with their mentees, such as life skills, VE-relat-
ed issues, critical thinking and communication.

The programme combines individual and group 
meetings, and blended psychosocial support with peer-
to-peer dialogue around current issues. “In one-on-one 

meetings, I have the opportunity to really get to know 
my mentee, where they’re coming from and the issues 
that make them look at life a certain way,” explains 
KCLRMPȩ8?GL?@ȩ+MF?KKCB�ȩ|�LBȩ?Rȩ@G�UCCIJWȩECR�RM-
gethers with all mentors and mentees, people share 
their experiences, which helps mentees change their 
perspective – they may have thought their problems 
UCPCȩKSAFȩ@GEECP
ȩWCRȩRFCWȩȏLBȩQMJSRGMLQȩRFPMSEFȩR?JI-
ing with others. So they learn a lot, and we support one 
another.” 

A central aspect of the mentorship is support in 
GBCLRGDWGLEȩRP?GLGLEȩMPȩCKNJMWKCLRȩMNNMPRSLGRGCQ�ȩ+CL-
tors look for potential opportunities that they can share 
with their mentees; mentees who start businesses are 
given support and advice to help them grow; and those 
who have not yet decided what path they want to take 
?PCȩCLAMSP?ECBȩRMȩPCȐCARȩMLȩRFCGPȩQRPCLERFQȩ?LBȩAML-
QGBCPȩ LCUȩMNRGMLQ�ȩ $MPȩKCLRMPȩ+Qȩ+MF?KKCB
ȩ RFCQCȩ
CȎMPRQȩ?PCȩAJMQCJWȩ GLRCPJGLICBȩUGRFȩ RFCȩUMPIȩMDȩ@SGJB-
ing emotional resilience: “Both are equally important: 
when you give someone emotional support, they pick 
RFCKQCJTCQȩSNȩ?ȓCPU?PBQȩ?LBȩUGJJȩU?LRȩRMȩR?ICȩ?ARGML�ȩ
+CLRMPQFGNȩFCJNQȩWMSLEȩNCMNJCȩJMMIȩ?RȩJGDCȩDPMKȩ?ȩBGD-
ferent perspective – we advise them to venture into 
areas where they feel they have strengths, enabling 
their skills. When they can do that and earn a decent 
living, they are doing something positive to sustain 
themselves and to grow.”
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Listening to 
young people 

$MPȩ���
���	ȩQS@QAPG@CPQȩGLȩFGQȩL?RGTCȩ+?J?WQG?ȩ?LBȩ
beyond, twentysomething YouTuber Vikar is a master of 
comedy: sketches, straight-to-camera vlogs, music vid-
eo parodies… his channel is packed with the sort of fun, 
irreverent content beloved by Generation Z. So, when his 
����ȩTGBCMȩ~'ȩ5?Qȩ?ȩ2CPPMPGQR�ȩ?NNC?PQȩMLȩRFCȩOSCSC
ȩGRȩ
comes as something of a shock. Set in a sparse prison 
cell, it shows a young female victim 
of violent extremism confronting 
the man who attacked her family 
– a prisoner in an orange jumpsuit, 
played by Vikar himself. The con-
versation plays out as each tells 
the story from their perspective, 
speaking with the same voice as 
they set out motivations and con-
sequences, and lay bare their pain, 
anger and remorse. 

The video was produced as 
part of the YouTube Creators for 
!F?LECȩ �QG?�.?AGȏAȩ NPMEP?KKC
ȩ
implemented in collaboration with 
3,".ȩ?LBȩQSNNMPRCBȩGLȩN?PRȩ@Wȩ#3ȩ
DSLBGLE�ȩ2FCȩ?GKȩU?QȩRMȩEGTCȩWMSLEȩGLȐSCLACPQȩGLȩRFCȩ
region a platform to express themselves on social is-
sues they care about, share their messages and start a 
conversation with their online audience. In addition to 
addressing VE directly, creators were invited to explore 

many themes that impact young people and can play 
a role in stoking extremism or radicalisation: from hate 
speech, racism and misogyny, to bullying, social isola-
tion and political grievances. Over the last two years, 
MTCPȩ���ȩWMSLEȩGLȐSCLACPQȩF?TCȩN?PRGAGN?RCBȩDPMKȩ2F?G-
J?LB
ȩRFCȩ.FGJGNNGLCQ
ȩ 'LBMLCQG?
ȩ+?J?WQG?
ȩ4GCRL?Kȩ?LBȩ
�SQRP?JG?�ȩ+?LWȩF?BȩLMRȩNPCTGMSQJWȩ@CCLȩGLTMJTCBȩGLȩ?B-
dressing Preventing and Countering Violent Extremism 
topics, with their YouTube channels dedicated instead 
RMȩ AMKCBW
ȩ P?N
ȩ MPȩK?ICSNȩ RSRMPG?JQ�ȩ |'RȩU?QȩBCȏLGRCJWȩ
not on my radar at all; I’ve never seen content creators 
GLȩ+?J?WQG?ȩ R?JIGLEȩ ?@MSRȩ TGMJCLRȩ CVRPCKGQK
}ȩ CVNJ?GLQȩ
Vikar. “It’s one of the reasons I chose to get involved – 
why not take on this challenge, learn more and see how 
far I could push this content creatively while shedding 

light on the topic for others.”

Across many EU P/CVE 
activities, young people as a 
group play an important role. 
On the one hand, they can be 
more vulnerable to extremist 
narratives, on the other, they 
are some of the most pas-
sionate promoters of peace 
and tolerance in their com-
munities. Initiatives such as 
Creators for Change provide 
a platform for young voices to 
contribute to the public debate 
MLȩRFCȩGQQSCQȩRF?Rȩ?ȎCARȩRFCGPȩ
lives, while other projects aim 

to build emotional resilience among young people who 
may be under pressure. The STRIVE Global GCERF pro-
gramme, for example, has worked with Serbian youth 
through engagement, leadership skills training and cog-
nitive and social-emotional skills development. And a 

“I had never seen content 
creators in Malaysia talking 
about violent extremism.”
Young YouTuber Vikar 

Young people can 
be some of the 
most passionate 
promoters 
of peace and 
tolerance in their 
communities.
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STRIVE Global Hedayah theatre training initiative in 
Jordan has helped young people tap into their creativi-
ty while raising awareness of VE to a broader audience 
– as participants developed an interactive play on the 
impact of VE and toured it in various locations across 
the country. 

As for the Creators for Change, the programme be-
E?Lȩ @Wȩ PC?AFGLEȩ MSRȩ RMȩ WMSLEȩ GLȐSCLACPQȩ ?LBȩ GLTGRGLEȩ
them to attend a boot camp. Here, they met with local 
,%-QȩUGRFȩCVNCPRGQCȩGLȩ.!4#ȩ?QȩUCJJȩ?QȩKMPCȩPCLMULCBȩ
7MS2S@CPQ
ȩ ȏJKȩBGPCARMPQ
ȩ?LBȩ HMSPL?JGQRQ�ȩ 2FCWȩMȎCPCBȩ
guidance and support on the themes the creators want-
ed to explore, acting as mentors as they developed the 
AMLACNRQȩ?LBȩNPMBSACBȩRFCGPȩȏL?JȩTGBCMQ�ȩ|'ȩUMPICBȩUGRFȩ
?ȩ+?J?WQG?Lȩ?LRG�RCPPMPGQKȩMPE?LGQ?RGMLȩUFMȩFCJNCBȩKCȩ
understand more about VE in the country,” relays Vikar. 
“I was given full freedom to come up with the concept 
and content, while the experts gave input to ensure the 
facts were correct and that the storytelling was realistic 

– something that was especially important, as I had to 
be in the characters’ shoes in the video.”

Worldwide, the Creators for Change series has 
racked up views in the tens of millions. By working with 
MLJGLCȩ GLȐSCLACPQȩUGRFȩFSECȩDMJJMUCPȩAMSLRQ
ȩ RFCȩNPM-
gramme has been able to tap into a vast network to 
spread the creators’ messages for peace and tolerance 
across the region. While it may not have been what 
they expected from Vikar’s channel, the response from 
his followers shows the video has clearly made an im-
pact. “When I saw people begin sharing it and starting 
conversations in the comments about the topic of VE, I 
felt the video had achieved its goal,” he concludes. And 
while the real-life events that inspired the video may 
not have ended in understanding or forgiveness, the 
APC?RGTCȩNPMACQQȩ?JJMUCBȩDMPȩ?ȩBGȎCPCLRȩR?IC?U?W�ȩ|2FCȩ
message I wanted to get across is that if people talked 
to each other, had conversations and actually got to 
ILMUȩC?AFȩMRFCP
ȩK?W@CȩRFGLEQȩUMSJBȩ@CȩBGȎCPCLR�}

SUPPORT NETWORKS 
Support networks are important to young people in preventing 
violent extremism and radicalisation 
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.CMNJCȩRF?RȩK?ICȩ?ȩBGȎCPCLACȩ
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Getting 
everyone 
around  
the table 

�ȓCPȩ QGKKCPGLEȩ DMPȩ KMLRFQ
ȩ RFCȩ QGRS?RGMLȩ F?Bȩ
reached boiling point. Tensions had been growing for 
some time between the elder religious leaders and 
the young people challenging their authority. Edu-
cated but with few employment prospects, the youth 
were frustrated with lacking a voice in the decisions 
RF?Rȩ?ȎCARCBȩ RFCGPȩ JGTCQ�ȩ GLȩ NMJGRGAQ
ȩ GLȩ QMAGCRW
ȩ GLȩ PCJG-
gious institutions. And they were losing faith in their 
religious leaders, too, as many young people travelled 
abroad for religious instruction and felt detached from 
traditional teachings. They started to ask for positions 
of leadership in their places of worship, so that their 
voices too could be heard. When the elders said no, 
communication quickly broke down. One day, it came 
to a head: buoyed by strength and numbers, the young 

people began to take leadership of the worship centre 
by force – removing the religious leaders and declaring 
the site a youth-led institution. 

2FGQȩAMLȐGARȩSLDMJBCBȩGLȩ����ȩ?E?GLQRȩ?ȩ@?AIEPMSLBȩ
of instability in Kenya’s coast region. Economic and so-
cial tensions have over time taken on a religious angle 
– something violent extremist groups have been eager 
to stoke and exploit to their own ends. Growing intoler-
?LACȩLMRȩMLJWȩ@CRUCCLȩBGȎCPCLRȩPCJGEGMLQȩ@SRȩ?JQMȩUGRF-
in religious communities has destabilised social cohe-
sion. “The coast region is known to be very welcoming 
and many people have found a place for themselves 
there,” explains Gloria Likhoyi, programs manager at 
JMA?Jȩ ,%-ȩ !M?QRȩ 'LRCPD?GRFȩ !MSLAGJȩ MDȩ !JCPGAQȩ �!'!!��ȩ
“But the growth of VE is disrupting that culture, as peo-
NJCȩJGTGLEȩFCPCȩBMȩLMRȩILMUȩUFCLȩAMLȐGARȩ?LBȩTGMJCLACȩ
will strike.” 

5FCLȩ!'!!ȩU?QȩA?JJCBȩGLȩRMȩ?BBPCQQȩRFCȩQR?LB�MȎȩ
at the worship centre, they knew there was only one 
solution: they had to get people talking again. Active 
in the areas of peacebuilding, security and develop-
ment, the Council is dedicated to interfaith and in-
trafaith dialogues, with membership across Christian, 
+SQJGK
ȩ &GLBSȩ ?LBȩ GLBGECLMSQȩ PCJGEGMSQȩ AMKKSLGRGCQ�ȩ
Supported by funding from the EU’s STRIVE Horn of 
Africa programme, it worked both within and across 
religious institutions to foster understanding and build 
@PGBECQȩUFCPCȩAMKKSLGRWȩAMLȐGARQȩ?LBȩAF?JJCLECQȩNSRȩ
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peace and security at risk. “One of our aims is to en-
sure intergenerational linkages so that we are speaking 
to each other and understanding each other,” explains 
Reverend Stephen Anyenda, Chairperson of the Board 
at CICC. “So when we came in, we saw that there needs 
to be a dialogue between the youth and the elders: the 
youth needed to be included in an organised way.”

The road to dialogue was far from easy, however, as 
Rev. Anyenda points out: “The 
ȏPQRȩ RGKCȩUCȩUCLR
ȩUCȩ AMSJBȩ
not talk – the youth chased 
us away and would not even 
hear us out. We had to lobby 
behind the scenes to arrange 
a second meeting. This time 
it was tense, but at least we 
listened to each other.” It took 
a further six meetings before 
the talking really started. 
Through exercises like sce-
nario building and problem 
trees, the CICC mediators 
were able to identify the main 
issues and give direction to 
the discussions. “What we’ve 
learned is the more you talk 
without fear, and as long as 
you stay objective, at the end 
of the day the groups will talk 
to each other.” Building re-
spect between the elders and 
the youth was crucial to keeping everyone around the 
table. “We talked for so long and sometimes we were 
about to despair – but at that point of despair we had 
a breakthrough, people talked to each other and we 
could map ways forward.”

$PMKȩ AMLȐGARȩ PCQMJSRGMLȩ QWQRCKQȩ RMȩ NC?AC@SGJBGLEȩ
GLGRG?RGTCQ
ȩ D?AGJGR?RGLEȩ ?ȩ BG?JMESCȩ @CRUCCLȩ BGȎCPCLRȩ
parties is a vital element of addressing tensions that 

can fuel VE. This is why many EU-funded projects focus 
on getting everyone around the table to talk through 
BGȎCPCLACQȩ ?LBȩ ȏLBȩ AMKKMLȩ QMJSRGMLQ�ȩ $MPȩ CV?KNJC
ȩ
STRIVE Global GCERF has established community di-
?JMESCȩ NJ?RDMPKQȩ RMȩ ?BBPCQQȩ GLRCPAMKKSL?Jȩ AMLȐGARȩ
RF?Rȩ F?Bȩ @CCLȩ CVNJMGRCBȩ @Wȩ 4#ȩ EPMSNQȩ GLȩ ,MPRFȩ !CL-
RP?Jȩ,GECPG?�ȩ WȩCLE?EGLEȩUGRFȩJMA?JȩJC?BCPQȩ?LBȩP?GQGLEȩ
community awareness of VE, it was possible to start a 
AMLQRPSARGTCȩBG?JMESCȩRMȩ?BBPCQQȩ?LBȩPCQMJTCȩAMLȐGARQ�ȩ

Similarly, a recent STRIVE 
Horn of Africa initiative has 
worked to build the capacity 
of Kenyan law enforcement 
to engage with civil soci-
ety in combatting VE. By 
helping to review relations 
between the two groups 
through workshops and di-
alogue, the project was able 
to grow trust on both sides 
and ultimately strengthen 
cooperation on Preventing 
and Countering Violent Ex-
tremism related issues. 

Thanks to CICC’s work, 
the two sides at previously 
at odds of control over the 
worship centre experienced 
the transformative impact 
of starting a conversation. 
“When I look at where we 

are today, they have even gone beyond what we ex-
pected,” relays Rev. Anyenda. “The youth are involved, 
the older people are involved; in fact, the youth will 
sometimes call on the elders to come and explain 
traditions, and the older ones will invite the youth to 
the traditional places where previously they would not 
have been permitted. We have started seeing change 
whereby each group appreciates the other – and it is all 
because of this dialogue and active communication.”

“The more you talk without fear, 
and as long as you stay objective, 
at the end of the day the groups 
will talk to each other.”
Reverend Stephen Anyenda,  
Chairperson of the Board at CICC

.CMNJCȩRF?RȩK?ICȩ?ȩBGȎCPCLACȩ

%QNL«BNMɆHBS«
resolution systems 
to peacebuilding 
initiatives, facilitating 
a dialogue between 
CHɄDQDMS«O@QSHDR«HR«
a vital element of 
addressing tensions 
that can fuel violent 
extremism. 
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Women 
leading  
the way 

Stop by a cookout organised by the Council of 
5MKCLȩ !JCPEWȩ �!-5!�ȩ GLȩ +MK@?Q?
ȩ )CLW?
ȩ ?LBȩ RFCȩ
ȏPQRȩRFGLEȩRMȩFGRȩWMSȩ?PCȩRFCȩQACLRQ�ȩRFCȩDP?EP?LRȩPGACȩMDȩ
the pilau on the stove, the sharp tang of the mbirimbi 
cucumber pickle. Then, the voices and laughter of the 
groups huddled around each pot, as the women chat 
and chuckle, they slice and stir. Ranging in age from 18 
RMȩ��
ȩRFCQCȩUMKCLȩF?GJȩDPMKȩBGȎCPCLRȩ?PC?Qȩ?LBȩBGȎCP-
ent religious backgrounds. Yet here at the cookout, they 
are all on the same page – gathering to talk, cook and 
C?RȩRMECRFCPȩGLȩ?ȩQ?DCȩQN?AC�ȩ!MLTCPQ?RGMLQȩMȓCLȩ@SGJBȩ
on what the women have been discussing in the adja-
cent hall beforehand. During COWC sessions designed 
to raise awareness of violent extremism, they explore 
the pull and push factors that enable recruitment and 

listen to women share stories of how extremism has 
impacted their lives. “We take a proactive approach to 
countering VE, to warn that it could happen to any of us 
and make people aware of the signs,” relays Reverend 
Jane Jilani, Executive Director at COWC. “When they go 
back home, they can cascade this information to the 
other women in their villages.”  

In the coast region of Kenya where COWC operates, 
VE is a shadow looming over the lives of many. For 
almost 20 years, the region has been wrestling with 
GLQR?@GJGRWȩzȩUGRFȩUMKCLȩ?LBȩRFCGPȩAFGJBPCLȩMȓCLȩ@C?P-
GLEȩRFCȩ@PSLRȩMDȩPCASPPGLEȩAMLȐGAR�ȩ|5FCPCȩWMSRFQȩUCPCȩ
@CGLEȩSQCBȩ?QȩAMK@?R?LRQ
ȩRFCȩUMKCLȩUCPCȩQSȎCPGLEȩ
because they were losing their sons and husbands to 
RFCȩȏEFRGLE
}ȩCVNJ?GLQȩ%JMPG?ȩ*GIFMWG
ȩ"CNSRWȩ!F?GPNCP-
QMLȩMDȩRFCȩ M?PBȩ?RȩJMA?Jȩ,%-ȩ!M?QRȩ'LRCPD?GRFȩ!MSLAGJȩ
of Clerics (CICC), which has partnered with COWC on 
RFCȩNPMHCARȩ~1FPGLIGLEȩRFCȩQN?ACȩ?E?GLQRȩTGMJCLRȩCVRPCK-
ism thriving’ (SAVET). “But at the same time, they were 
also supporting these violent activities – providing food 
RMȩD?KGJWȩKCK@CPQȩUFMȩUCPCȩȏEFRGLE
ȩ?LBȩEGTGLEȩRFCKȩ
encouraging words.” This chimes with understandings 
of the complex role women can play in addressing VE: 
UFGJCȩMȓCLȩA?QRȩ?QȩN?QQGTCȩ@WQR?LBCPQ
ȩUMKCL�QȩNJ?ACȩ
within the family and community means that they too 

.ɉDM«B@RS«@R«O@RRHUD«
bystanders, women’s 
place at the heart 
of the family and 
community means 
that they too can 
be targets for 
recruitment, can 
amplify radical 
messages and 
provide support to 
extremists.
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can be targets for recruitment, can amplify radical 
messages, provide support to extremists or engage in 
violent acts. At the same time, this central role makes 
them ideal multipliers for promoting non-violence and 
civic engagement. 

This is why EU-funded Preventing and Countering 
Violent Extremism programmes engage directly with 
women to strengthen their awareness and involvement 
in prevention work. In addition to the activities of COWC 
in Kenya, which are supported by the EU through the 
STRIVE Global GCERF programme, initiatives include 
3,".�QȩUMPIȩRMȩBCTCJMNȩ?ȩUMKCL�QȩKCBG?RMPȩNJ?RDMPKȩ
in the Philippines that aims to strengthen the capaci-
ties of women working to prevent extremism in their 
communities. Similarly, the STRIVE Horn of Africa pro-
gramme helped establish 11 women’s peace commit-
tees in Somaliland to raise awareness of VE, providing 
guidance for women working with law enforcement, 
and training policewomen on participation in P/CVE 
UMPI�ȩ�LBȩ?Rȩ?LȩGLQRGRSRGML?JȩJCTCJ
ȩ3,".ȩ.0-2#!2ȩF?Qȩ
engaged with the Indonesian government to ensure a 
substantive gender dimension in the implementation 
MDȩRFCȩAMSLRPW�Qȩ,?RGML?Jȩ�ARGMLȩ.J?LȩMLȩ.!4#ȩzȩEMGLEȩ
beyond simple numerical representation and seeking 
to unlock the potential of women to act as agents of 
change in their communities.

Returning to Kenya, COWC engages with local wom-
en on a number of fronts. As a women-led interfaith 
group of female clerics, the Council promotes under-

standing and tolerance in coastal communities through 
joint actions for sustainable peace and socio-economic 
development. In the SAVET programme, COWC has been 
working more closely with vulnerable groups at risk of 
radicalisation. Whether in group meetings or one-on-
one counselling, COWC aims to provide a safe space 
for these women – many of whom have experienced 
trauma – to talk about their experiences and develop 
tools to address the challenges they face. The Council 
also trains women to be champions in promoting P/CVE 
strategies for their families and broader communities.

Another key focus is building women’s capacity to 
support themselves economically; for example, facil-
itating savings and internal lending communities so 
that they can borrow and build investments to assure a 
sustainable livelihood. Even the cookout sessions have 
an economic slant: as the mbirimbi pickle the women 
learn to cook can be made from readily available ingre-
dients, they can produce it themselves in the future to 
sell and generate an income. And these steps towards 
CAMLMKGAȩCKNMUCPKCLRȩ?PCȩAMKNJCKCLRCBȩ@WȩCȎMPRQȩ
to build capacity of women on the civic stage. COWC 
promotes women in leadership positions and organis-
es consultative forums with security agents and civil 
society to give women the ability to advocate for their 
own needs. “We work in the background to lend a voice 
to women so they can come into leadership positions,” 
explains Rev. Jilani. “We can have representation but 
that’s not enough. We need to have women at the table 
where decisions are made.”

! A gender lens is necessary to gather evidence for the roles that women and 
gender equality can play in preventing and countering violent extremism

RESEARCHING WOMEN’S ROLES

Victims 
to be rescued

Innocent 
bystanders

Deviant
monsters

Historically, views on women’s role in violent extremism have been reductive.

1DRD@QBGËNȴDQRËLNQDËMT@MBDC�Ëevidence-based perspectives. For example:

Therefore, it is necessary to use a gendered perspective when 
researching violent extremism, which looks at women and men 
and the impact of gender role expectations on participation in 
violence.

Like men, women can make active choices
5MKCLȩF?TCȩRMMȩMȓCLȩ@CCLȩQCCLȩ?QȩTGARGKȩRMȩMPȩ@CGLEȩQUCNRȩSNȩ@WȩTGMJCLRȩCVRPCKGQK�ȩ
However, like men, women also have agency and can act as willing participants in violence 
and/or supporters of the terrorist cause.

Like men, women can turn to violent extremism for 
varied QD@RNMRË.ȹDM�ËSGDHQËQD@RNMRË@QDËSGDËR@LDË@RËLDM�RË
Root drivers of violent extremism are broadly the same for women and men, but they can 
NPCQCLRȩRFCKQCJTCQȩGLȩBGȎCPCLRȩU?WQȩRMȩBGȎCPCLRȩN?PRQȩMDȩRFCȩNMNSJ?RGML
ȩQSAFȩ?QȩRFPMSEF�
ͥ the level of education
ͥ the role gender inequality can play

+HJDËLDM�ËVNLDMËB@MËS@JDËTOËCHȴDQDMSËQNKDRË
HMËCHȴDQDMSËFQNTOR
ͥ Sometimes act as trustworthy recruiters 
ͥ�0LJBQFJBP�ȎII�OBMOLAR@QFLK�>KA�BAR@>QFLK�OLIBP�CLO�KBUQ�DBKBO>QFLK�LC�OB@ORFQP
ͥ�0LJBQFJBP�>@Q�>P�FKȏRBK@BOP	�BKCLO@BOP�>KA�DR>OAP
ͥ Sometimes actively engage in violence

.CMNJCȩRF?RȩK?ICȩ?ȩBGȎCPCLACȩ

“We can have 
representation but 
that’s not enough;  
we need to have 
women at the table 
where decisions are 
made.”
Reverend Jane Jilani,  
Executive Director at the Council 
of Women Clergy
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gender equality can play in preventing and countering violent extremism
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However, like men, women also have agency and can act as willing participants in violence 
and/or supporters of the terrorist cause.

Like men, women can turn to violent extremism for 
varied QD@RNMRË.ȹDM�ËSGDHQËQD@RNMRË@QDËSGDËR@LDË@RËLDM�RË
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ͥ�0LJBQFJBP�ȎII�OBMOLAR@QFLK�>KA�BAR@>QFLK�OLIBP�CLO�KBUQ�DBKBO>QFLK�LC�OB@ORFQP
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Amplifying 
alternative 
voices 

'R�QȩC?PJWȩ(?LS?PWȩ�����ȩ�ȩN�K�ȩMLȩRFCȩBMR
ȩRFCȩ~-Lȩ
Air’ sign lights up and it’s time for the evening news. Yet 
for the residents of Kasserine in western Tunisia, this is 
a new kind of radio experience: the headlines are read 
@Wȩ?ȩWMSLEȩUMK?L
ȩ?LBȩRFCȩASPPCLRȩ?Ȏ?GPQȩQFMUȩRF?Rȩ
follows is full of young voices discussing issues that 
KGEFRȩ LMPK?JJWȩ @Cȩ MȎ�JGKGRQȩ zȩ DPMKȩ ECLBCPȩ COS?JGRW
ȩ
to child labour, to countering violent extremism. This is 
Hola Kasserine, an online radio station run by around 
60 local young people aged between 16 and 25. You 
wouldn’t know it by listening, but until a year ago none 
of them had set foot in a studio. “Before joining the sta-
tion, I had no idea how radio works,” remarks Dhouha 
Dhibi, the newscaster who can 
be heard reading the head-
lines at the top of the hour. “So 
I was excited to get involved 
zȩGRȩU?QȩRFCȩȏPQRȩQRCNȩRMU?PBQȩ
achieving my childhood dream 
of becoming a journalist.” 

While held up as a demo-
cratic trailblazer following the 
Arab Spring, Tunisia has expe-
rienced its share of challeng-
es in recent years, with disil-
lusionment setting in among 
certain groups. The country is 
also facing the creeping threat 
of violent extremism, as VE 
cells seek to exploit local frus-
RP?RGMLQȩzȩMȓCLȩSQGLEȩMLJGLCȩAF?LLCJQȩ?Qȩ PCAPSGRKCLRȩ
tools. Hola Kasserine was established to counter these 
narratives head-on in the digital space, by giving a 
voice to the overwhelming majority of moderate youth 
who want to promote democracy and tolerance in their 
FMKCȩ PCEGML�ȩ  ?AICBȩ @Wȩ #3ȩ DSLBGLE
ȩ !MMNCP?ȩ -,%"ȩ

?LBȩ3,'!0'ȩNPMTGBCBȩRFCȩRP?GLGLEȩMLȩP?BGMȩNPMBSARGML
ȩ
practical support and equipment – while Kasserine’s 
young people brought the talent that has made the 
station a runaway success in the community.

Hola Kasserine’s diverse content has attracted lis-
teners of all ages and backgrounds. Far from being 
NSRȩ MȎȩ @Wȩ BGQASQQGMLQȩ MLȩ KMPCȩ AMLRPMTCPQG?Jȩ GQQSCQ
ȩ
the audience has been keen to get engaged – sharing 
show links on Facebook, posting comments on debates 
or proposing new subjects for future shows. “It was a 
big responsibility for the team because we discussed 
topics like terrorism, democracy and gender equality,” 
CVNJ?GLQȩ+Qȩ"FG@G�ȩ| SRȩRF?R�QȩUF?RȩEMRȩNCMNJCȩGLRCPCQR-
CB
ȩRFCWȩFC?PBȩSQȩ?LBȩCLAMSP?ECBȩSQ�}ȩ$MPȩ+Qȩ"FG@Gȩ?LBȩ
the team, Hola Kasserine has provided not only media 
skills but the opportunity to speak to a broad audience 
on the issues that matter most to them and their peers. 
“We learned how to defend our ideas and positions,” 
QFCȩAMLAJSBCQ
ȩ|?LBȩGRȩE?TCȩKCȩRFCȩAMLȏBCLACȩRMȩP?GQCȩ
my voice louder.”

In the coast region of Kenya, the EU-funded STRIVE II 
programme has also been supporting alternative voices 

on the airwaves by work-
ing with professional radio 
journalists to build capacity 
on P/CVE reporting. While 
the region has many local 
radio stations, budget con-
straints mean journalists 
MȓCLȩ J?AIȩRFCȩPCQMSPACQȩRMȩ
pursue in-depth reporting. 
This can lead to a lack of 
diversity in the voices heard 
in news features, as report-
ers tend to source com-
ments from easily acces-
QG@JCȩ?SRFMPGRWȩȏESPCQȩQSAFȩ
as law enforcement. “We 
wanted to help reporters 
think outside the box and 

seek alternatives to the voices they had always used,” 
explains David Okwembah, the journalist who ran the 
120'4#ȩKCBG?ȩRP?GLGLE�ȩ|'DȩWMSȩ?PCȩPCNMPRGLEȩMLȩ4#ȩ?ȎCAR-
GLEȩWMSLEȩNCMNJC
ȩ HSQRȩ R?JIGLEȩRMȩ?ȩNMJGACȩMȑACPȩKGEFRȩ
not give you the full picture – but by reaching out to 
the youth, they can tell their story themselves.” Training 

“Before joining the station,  
I had no idea how radio works.”
Dhouha Dhibi 

.CMNJCȩRF?RȩK?ICȩ?ȩBGȎCPCLACȩ

“We wanted to help 
reporters think 
outside the box and 
seek alternatives to 
the voices they had 
always used.” 
David Okwemba
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sessions covered key Preventing and Countering Violent 
Extremism topics and guidance on interview techniques 
and feature production, and were followed by a period 
of mentoring where participants were supported by a 
trainer as they put together their reports.

Among the participants was Asha Bekidusa, a radio 
reporter working on health, environment, gender and se-
curity issues. “The training was an eye-opener for me,” 
she recalls, “as I learned new ways to approach young 
people, build trust and get their views on sensitive top-
ics.” Equipped with these new skills, she headed out to 
RFCȩȏCJBȩ RMȩSLAMTCPȩLCUȩQRMPGCQ�ȩ-LCȩ DC?RSPCȩNPCQCLR-
CBȩRFCȩHMSPLCWȩMDȩ?ȩEPMSNȩMDȩWMSLEȩNCMNJCȩGLȩ+MK@?Q?ȩ
who had been active in a machete-wielding gang but 
had since reformed – starting a new life with a small 
business selling food and washing cars. “I sat down with 
these youth as they told me their experiences, what they 
had learned and how they are willing to change them-
QCJTCQȩ?LBȩ RFCGPȩ AMKKSLGRW
}ȩ+Qȩ CIGBSQ?ȩ QF?PCQ�ȩ $MPȩ
young people impacted by VE who may feel disconnect-
ed from their communities, the chance to hear stories 
like theirs presented from a youth perspective and with 
a positive outcome was something new. The response 
from the community says it all, she concludes. “The im-
pact was huge – the station received so many phone 
calls, with listeners saying if we could hear more positive 
QRMPGCQȩJGICȩRFGQ
ȩGRȩAMSJBȩK?ICȩ?ȩ@GEȩBGȎCPCLAC�}

#ExtremeLives
Can a story change your point of view? 
Supported by EU-funding, the #Extreme-
*GTCQȩNPMHCARȩ?LQUCPQȩGLȩRFCȩ?ȑPK?RGTC�ȩ
using vivid and gripping video storytell-
GLE
ȩRFGQȩ3,".ȩPCEGML?JȩGLGRG?RGTCȩQCCIQȩRMȩ
spark conversations around issues such 
as radicalisation and reintegration, vio-
lent extremism, discrimination and hate 
speech. Episodes give a platform to the 
voices of individuals who have been im-
pacted by VE or who have insights to of-
fer on confronting extremist narratives. 
For example, the story of a family who 
ȐCBȩ 1WPG?ȩ DMPȩ +?J?WQG?ȩ ?ȓCPȩ PCACGTGLEȩ
threats and harassment from ISIS, or of 
the peacemakers bridging religious and 
cultural divides in Southern Thailand. So 
far, the videos have reached over 31 
million people online around the world.
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NEW  
APPROACHES 



Sharing 
knowledge 

The conference hall on the outskirts of Geneva has 
been transformed into a melting pot, bubbling with the 
ideas of Preventing and Countering Violent Extremism 
practitioners who have travelled from as far as Bang-
J?BCQF
ȩ)CLW?
ȩ)MQMTM
ȩ+?JGȩ?LBȩ,GECPG?ȩRMȩQF?PCȩRFCGPȩ
insights and experience. This is the GCERF Forum, an 
annual learning event organised by the Global Com-
munity Engagement and Resilience Fund (GCERF), an 
international organisation dedicated to preventing vi-
olent extremism. The forum’s agenda changes each 
year, but the mission 
remains the same: 
to share lessons on 
P/CVE from the re-
al-world experience 
of those working in 
RFCȩ ȏCJB�ȩ |5Cȩ UCPCȩ
given the opportu-
nity to discuss with 
an amazing group of 
people who are do-
ing amazing work all 
over the world,” ex-
plains a participant 
from Kosovo. “This 
enables us to learn 
what works and what 
doesn’t – but also to 
ȏLBȩMSR
ȩ DMPȩ CV?KNJC
ȩ
RF?Rȩ )MQMTMȩ ?LBȩ+?JGȩ
share cultural similar-
ities that I would have 
never expected.” 

Sharing knowledge and learning from the experi-
ence of others is an essential pillar of EU-funded pro-
grammes like STRIVE Global GCERF. Other initiatives 
also aim to grow the knowledge base on P/CVE through 
cross-regional knowledge sharing sessions, such as 
RFMQCȩMPE?LGQCBȩ@CRUCCLȩRFCȩ3,".ȩ2F?GJ?LBȩ!MSLRPWȩ
-ȑACȩ?LBȩRFCȩ ?LEJ?BCQFȩ.C?ACȩ-@QCPT?RMPW
ȩMPȩ3,".ȩ
Thailand’s regional knowledge exchange on sustaining 
peace and building social cohesion. In the same spir-
it, both STRIVE Horn of Africa and STRIVE Kenya have 
NS@JGQFCBȩ ~JCQQMLQȩ JC?PLCB�ȩ PCNMPRQ
ȩ JMMIGLEȩ ?Rȩ UF?Rȩ

went well in the programmes and where improvements 
could be made. They can serve as an inspiration for 
other practitioners and ensure future interventions are 
built on success. 

GCERF’s commitment to knowledge exchange ex-
tends right across the countries where it is active: at 
a national level, twice-yearly Communities of Practice 
(CoPs) bring together local grantees with representa-
tives of government, donors, civil society organisations 
and the private sector to discuss current issues and ac-
tivities. Topics on the agenda can range from methods 
to measure programme results, gender mainstreaming, 
or communication of alternative narratives. “It’s an op-
portunity for shared learning and to build stronger con-
nections between the actors involved in this work,” re-
K?PIQȩ)CTGLȩ-Q@MPLC
ȩ!MSLRPWȩ+?L?ECPȩ?Rȩ%!#0$�ȩ�LBȩ
these connections last far beyond the day of the phys-
ical meeting: in Kenya, for example, CoP participants 

have formed a WhatsApp 
group, regularly pinging 
their peers with updates 
and relevant content. 

For those working 
with projects on the 
ground, these exchang-
es can be invaluable. By 
sharing lessons learned, 
others can identify mis-
takes to avoid and can 
course-correct. Opportu-
nities for collaboration 
can emerge when gaps 
?PCȩ GBCLRGȏCBȩ GLȩ ILMUJ-
edge or resources that 
MRFCPQȩ A?Lȩ ȏJJ�ȩ 'Lȩ PCACLRȩ
months, far from being 
stopped in their tracks 
by the restrictions of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, lo-
cal GCERF CoPs have 

been transformed into virtual global meetings – with 
the new format allowing for more frequent exchanges 
with more participants from all over the world, provid-
ing a sense of community for P/CVE practitioners at a 
challenging time. 

EU-funded STRIVE Global partner Hedayah has 
DMPECBȩ?ȩBGȎCPCLRȩN?RFȩRMȩQF?PCȩRFCȩILMUJCBECȩMDȩ GRQȩ
community: by publishing a training curriculum on 
countering violent extremism, made freely available as 
a resource for practitioners. “As P/CVE is a relatively 
new topic in many countries, there can be a lack of 

Sharing knowledge 
and learning from 
the experience 
of others is an 
essential pillar of 
$4�ETMCDC«/�"5$«
programmes.
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ILMUJCBECȩ?KMLEȩEMTCPLKCLRȩ@MBGCQȩ?LBȩJMA?Jȩ,%-Qȩ
of what it really means and what approaches could be 
used for prevention,” explains Irene Belmonte, STRIVE 
%JM@?Jȩ.PMEP?KKCȩ+?L?ECP�ȩ|2FCȩASPPGASJSKȩU?QȩBC-
signed to introduce these actors to the main concepts 
and best practices.” Comprising ten modules, the publi-
cation spans the spectrum of P/CVE work: from under-
standing the drivers of VE; to working with groups such 
as women and youth; to the role of education and me-
dia. Accompanied by a facilitator’s guide, it advocates 
a participatory learning approach, encouraging practi-
tioners to bring forward solutions tailored to their own 
contexts. While designed to be used in any region, the 
publication was initially tailored to the Central Asia and 
+#,�ȩ PCEGMLQ
ȩ NGJMRQȩ F?TCȩ @CCLȩ PMJJCBȩ MSRȩ GLȩ (MPB?Lȩ
and Kirghizstan, and the curriculum has also been im-
NJCKCLRCBȩUGRFȩEMTCPLKCLRȩMȑAG?JQȩ GLȩ2SPIKCLGQR?L�ȩ
The text is now available in English, Russian and Arabic.

The curriculum has the potential to make a real 
impact on the ground by enhancing the capacity of 
grassroots organisations to get involved in P/CVE 
work. “When we started the STRIVE Global programme, 
most of the organisations we funded hadn’t previously 
worked on P/CVE – yet they had extensive experience 
working with young people, women and vulnerable 
EPMSNQ
}ȩ CVNJ?GLQȩ +Qȩ  CJKMLRC�ȩ |2FCWȩ F?Bȩ ?AACQQȩ RMȩ
communities and were trusted by them; the only thing 
RFCWȩ J?AICBȩU?QȩRFCȩQNCAGȏAȩ.!4#ȩILMUJCBEC�ȩ Wȩ GL-
troducing them to the topic, the curriculum helps us 
see how their expertise can be used to prevent radi-
A?JGX?RGMLȩ?LBȩTGMJCLRȩCVRPCKGQK�}ȩ�ȩȏRRGLEȩCV?KNJCȩMDȩ
how sharing knowledge can create more knowledge ; 
by bringing local insights into the fold and bolstering  
.!4#ȩ?ARGTGRGCQȩGLȩRFCȩȏCJB�

Government 
representatitves

Civil society 
organisations

Conceptual 
grounding in CVE

In-depth 
understanding

Engaging 
with others

Engaging community leaders and families

Opportunities for collaboration between 
government and civil society

Understanding and engaging with youth

!J?PGȏCQȧICWȧAMLACNRQ

Presents key background documents and 
resolutions (e.g. the United Nations Plan 
of Action to Prevent Violent Extremism, 
and selected National Action Plans)

Common opportunities and pitfalls

Understanding drivers of violent 
extremism in a contextualised manner

Understanding gender dynamics of 
radicalisation

Education’s role in preventing and 
countering violent extremism

Understanding the role of narratives 
and media in violent extremism

HEDAYAH’S CVE 
TRAINING CURRICULUM PACKAGE

GOAL 

Raise awareness 
on collaborative 
P/CVE approaches

WHAT: Modules with very 
active, practical exercises 
that invite participants 
to come up with solutions 
RF?RȧUMPIȧDMPȧRFCGPȧQNCAGȏA 
context

Jordan, Kyrgyzstan
and Turkmenistan

WHERE:

LANGUAGES:

English
Russian
Arabic

TARGET AUDIENCES:  

Utilizing an 
Innovative Toolbox

Monitoring and evalution 
NEËDȴNQSRËHMËQDRONMRDËSNË

violent extremismHow violent extremism uses these tools

How these tools can be used to connect 
and engage in dialogue

Developing a theory of change

Monitoring and evaluating approaches 
to strengthen initiatives over time

~ R«/�"5$«HR«@«
relatively new topic 
in many countries, 
there can be a lack 
of knowledge among 
government bodies 
and local NGOs.”

Irene Belmonte,  
STRIVE Global  
Programme Manager

,CUȩ?NNPM?AFCQ
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Leading 
research

$MPCGELȩ RCPPMPGQRȩ ȏEFRCPQ�ȩ �$2$Q��ȩ ?ȩ RCPKȩ SQCBȩ RMȩ
describe the thousands who travelled from European 
AMSLRPGCQȩ ?LBȩ @CWMLBȩ RMȩ AMLȐGARȩ XMLCQȩ QSAFȩ ?Qȩ 1WP-
ia and Iraq in the last decade to engage in terrorism. 
�QȩRFCȩAMLȐGARQȩF?TCȩUMPLȩML
ȩ?ȩLSK@CPȩMDȩRFCKȩF?TCȩ
now returned home. This puts local authorities in a bind, 
as FTFs may be further radicalised from their time in 
combat, traumatised by their experiences, and may still 
F?TCȩJGLIQȩRMȩCVRPCKGQRȩEPMSNQ�ȩ$MPȩK?LW
ȩRFCGPȩȏPQRȩQRMNȩ
back on home turf is a prison term. But ultimately, they 
will need to return to normal life, making rehabilitation 
?LBȩPCGLRCEP?RGMLȩ?LȩSPECLRȩNPGMPGRW�ȩ,MPRFȩ+?ACBMLG?ȩGQȩ
one of many countries seeking 
answers to this challenge. In 
����
ȩJMA?Jȩ,%-ȩ,CVSQȩzȩ!GTGJȩ
!MLACNRȩ?NNPM?AFCBȩRFCȩ,MPRFȩ
+?ACBMLG?Lȩ ?SRFMPGRGCQȩ UGRFȩ
an unconventional suggestion: 
why not talk directly with FTF 
returnees in the prison system, 
to hear their perspective on 
how their rehabilitation could 
work?

This was the idea behind 
an ambitious research project 
undertaken with the support 
of EU funding, through the 
STRIVE Global programme run 
by Hedayah. The plan was to 
conduct a series of interviews 
with returnees in the prison 
system, their families, and 
local institutions that can support reintegration – mu-
nicipal authorities, policymakers and the private sector. 
The plans were met with a degree of scepticism in gov-
CPLKCLRȩOS?PRCPQȩ?RȩȏPQR
ȩ@SRȩ,CVSQȩAMLTGLACBȩRFCKȩMDȩ
the value of the research. “By helping these individuals, 
we’re helping ourselves and our society,” explains Afrod-
GR?ȩ+SQJGS
ȩ#VCASRGTCȩ"GPCARMPȩMDȩ,CVSQ�!GTGJȩ!MLACNR�ȩ|'Dȩ
we want to rehabilitate and reintegrate prisoners like 
these, we have to speak with them to understand their 
needs, and then see what possibilities exist within the 
state institutions.”

Following an intensive period of research and analy-
QGQ
ȩ,CVSQȩNS@JGQFCBȩGRQȩȏLBGLEQȩGLAJSBGLEȩT?JS?@JCȩLCUȩ

insights on the importance of vocational training for 
prisoners, the role played by tradition and language, and 
RFCȩPCJ?RGMLQFGNȩMDȩPCRSPLCCQȩRMȩRFCȩJMA?Jȩ+SQJGKȩAMK-
munity. Crucially, the report put forward concrete recom-
mendations for the relevant institutions on establishing 
CȎCARGTCȩ PCF?@GJGR?RGMLȩ ?LBȩ PCGLRCEP?RGMLȩ NPMEP?KKCQ�ȩ
Already, the government department responsible for the 
prisoners has put many of these in place. 

Support for innovative research like this is a major 
priority of EU Preventing and Countering Violent Extrem-
GQKȩDSLBGLE�ȩ�Qȩ&CB?W?F�Qȩ120'4#ȩ.PMEP?KKCȩ+?L?ECPȩ
'PCLCȩ CJKMLRCȩCVNJ?GLQ�ȩ|,CUȩPCQC?PAFȩGQȩCQQCLRG?JȩRMȩ
ECLCP?RCȩCTGBCLAC�@?QCBȩȏLBGLEQȩRF?RȩA?LȩQSNNMPRȩDSP-
ther interventions on the ground. Our aim is to reduce 
the gap that can exist between theory and practice.” In 
doing this, a key objective is to work with local partners 
who are best placed to know where gaps exist and where 
research can contribute to practical objectives. Hedayah, 
for instance, places a high value on supporting local 

entities to build capacity – 
working closely with grant-
ees to advise on research 
design, methodology and 
sampling. Results are dis-
seminated widely through-
out Hedayah’s global net-
work, via the online STRIVE 
Global Counter-Extremism 
Hub, and at an annual in-
ternational P/CVE research 
conference. And research 
is also shared with practi-
tioners at the local level, to 
CLQSPCȩȏLBGLEQȩA?LȩGLDMPKȩ
projects on the ground. 

Another recent 
EU-funded STRIVE Global 
research project focused 
on how media narratives 

may contribute to radicalisation in Georgia. Tbilisi-based 
,%-ȩRFCȩ+CBG?ȩ"CTCJMNKCLRȩ$MSLB?RGMLȩ�+"$�ȩNPMNMQCBȩ
the initiative to investigate this phenomenon further, as 
2?K?Pȩ )GLRQSP?QFTGJG
ȩ +"$ȩ #VCASRGTCȩ "GPCARMPȩ CVNJ?GLQ�ȩ
|%CMPEG?ȩF?Qȩ?ȩJ?PECȩ?LBȩBGTCPQCȩ+SQJGKȩAMKKSLGRW
ȩ@SRȩ
GRȩF?Qȩ?JQMȩ@CCLȩR?PECRCBȩ@WȩMSRQGBCȩGLȐSCLACQȩDPMKȩMRFCPȩ
AMSLRPGCQ�ȩ+CBG?ȩA?Lȩ@CȩSQCBȩRMȩPCAPSGRȩNCMNJCȩ@?QCBȩMLȩ
their beliefs and we wanted to study the role this plays.” 
The wide-ranging project included a survey of sources of 
information, media monitoring to analyse narratives of 
relevance to the community, and focus groups to gauge 
NCPACNRGMLQ�ȩ.S@JGQFCBȩGLȩ?ȩQCPGCQȩMDȩPCNMPRQ
ȩRFCȩȏLBGLEQȩ
pointed to the role played by non-Georgian media for mi-
LMPGRWȩEPMSNQ�ȩGQQSCQȩ?PMSLBȩ?LRG�+SQJGKȩQCLRGKCLR
ȩF?RCȩ

“New research is 
essential to generate 
evidence-based 
ɅMCHMFR«SG@S«B@M«
support further 
interventions on  
the ground.”
Irene Belmonte, STRIVE Global 
Programme Manager

,CUȩ?NNPM?AFCQ
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speech and non-inclusive reporting in mainstream and 
fringe media outlets; and the challenge of weak media 
self-regulation in this sphere. 

+"$ȩSQCBȩRFCȩȏLBGLEQȩRMȩBCTCJMNȩPCAMKKCLB?RGMLQȩ
on terminology, media coverage and inclusive report-
ing. “When there is interference from outside sources, 
you should have strong and inclusive local media re-
ȐCARGLEȩ RFCȩ LCCBQȩ MDȩ RFCȩ JMA?Jȩ AMKKSLGRGCQȩUFMȩ ?PCȩ
MȓCLȩCVAJSBCBȩDPMKȩK?GLQRPC?KȩKCBG?
}ȩCVNJ?GLQȩ+Qȩ
Kintsurashvili. The research has received a positive re-
ACNRGMLȩ DPMKȩ,%-QȩUMPIGLEȩUGRFȩKGLMPGRGCQ
ȩ @SRȩ ?JQMȩ
with journalists and media organisations. Work has 
@CESLȩUGRFȩEMTCPLKCLRȩ?ARMPQȩJGICȩRFCȩ,?RGML?Jȩ!MK-
munication Commission on media self-regulation and 
institutional cooperation. And the impact on the ground 
GQȩ ?JPC?BWȩ@CGLEȩ DCJR
ȩ ?Qȩ+"$ȩ GQȩ LMUȩUMPIGLEȩBGPCARJWȩ
with the media to address these issues. In addition to 
a VE curriculum for media schools and a diversity re-
porting textbook in the pipeline, local journalists will be 
MȎCPCBȩRP?GLGLEȩMLȩFMUȩRFCWȩA?LȩNSRȩRFCȩPCQC?PAFȩPCA-
ommendations into practice. This will lay the ground-
work for a more diverse and inclusive media landscape 
that serves all Georgian communities. 

“When there is 
interference from 
outside sources, you 
should have strong 
and inclusive local 
LDCH@«QDɆDBSHMF«SGD«
needs of the local 
communities who are 
NɉDM«DWBKTCDC«EQNL«
mainstream media.”



0EFȒFKD�
gears

All over the world, the COVID-19 pandemic has hit 
society like a bolt from the blue. Beyond the serious 
health risks, people have struggled with lockdowns, 
curfews and other restrictions to everyday life. For 
some communities, however, the impact is ampli-
ȏCBȩ@WȩCVGQRGLEȩCAMLMKGAȩF?PBQFGNȩMPȩQMAG?JȩRCLQGMLQ�ȩ
regular handwashing is easier said than done in ar-
eas where water supply is limited and communicat-
ing public health messages is an uphill battle where 
trust in government is 
low. For Preventing and 
Countering Violent Ex-
tremism work, the pan-
demic poses a particular 
set of challenges, as 
both the disease and 
the measures to stop its 
spread can exacerbate 
drivers of violent ex-
tremism – reducing so-
cial cohesion, restricting 
access to economic op-
portunities, and impact-
ing mental wellbeing.  

While the COVID cri-
sis may be unparalleled 
in many ways, it is just 
one example of how 
unforeseen events can 
throw the best laid plans 
MȎȩ AMSPQC�ȩ �LBȩ GLȩ RFMQCȩ
parts of the world com-
batting the threat of VE, 
preparing to expect the 
unexpected is par for the course given the dynamic, 
ever-evolving nature of the challenge at hand. This is 
why EU-funded P/CVE projects are designed with built-
GLȩȐCVG@GJGRWȩ?LBȩRFCȩ?EGJGRWȩRMȩPCQNMLBȩRMȩAF?LEGLEȩAGP-
cumstances. 

To see this agility at work during the unprecedent-
ed upheaval of the COVID pandemic, look no further 
than the Jeunes Ambassadeurs (JA) in Burkina Faso. 
-LCȩ QSAACQQDSJȩ (�ȩ GLGRG?RGTCȩ F?Qȩ @CCLȩ RFCȩ ~+M@GJCȩ

(MSPL?JGQKC�ȩ �+-(-�ȩ NPMHCARȩ RMȩ RP?GLȩ JMA?Jȩ WMSRFȩ GLȩ
video production, with the aim of giving a voice to 
people from all backgrounds while sharing messages 
of peace and social cohesion. Previously, the young 
ȏJKK?ICPQȩ F?Bȩ NPMBSACBȩ BMASKCLR?PGCQȩ MLȩ 4#ȩ GLȩ
their region, screened for other young people to raise 
awareness and promote discussions. Once COVID-19 
FGRȩRFCȩ?PC?
ȩFMUCTCP
ȩRFCWȩU?QRCBȩLMȩRGKCȩGLȩȏLBGLEȩ
U?WQȩRMȩAMLRPG@SRCȩRFCGPȩQIGJJQȩRMȩFCJNȩJMA?JȩCȎMPRQȩRMȩ
combat the virus. 

The pandemic has had a major impact on daily life 
GLȩ  SPIGL?ȩ $?QM
ȩ ?LBȩ JMA?Jȩ ,%-Qȩ F?TCȩ F?Bȩ RMȩ ?B?NRȩ
as lockdowns put a halt to training programmes and 
school activities. Yet their links with local communities 
also puts them in an ideal position to raise awareness. 
Working with regional health authorities, the JA iden-

RGȏCBȩ ICWȩ KCQQ?ECQȩ
about COVID and 
how people can pro-
tect themselves from 
infection. Then the 
+-(-ȩȏJKK?ICPQȩEMRȩ
to work. Collaborat-
ing with community 
ȏESPCQ
ȩ RFCWȩ APC?RCBȩ
videos to spread the 
word and show good 
practices – such as 
how a village beer 
seller learned to ap-
ply protective meas-
ures to her business. 

In addition to pro-
viding valuable infor-
mation, the videos 
also gave a voice to 
local people on this 
key issue, helping 
them become part of 
RFCȩQMJSRGML�ȩ�Qȩ+-(-ȩ
ȏJKK?ICPȩ 7M?LJGȩ

Yemeoido explains: “People reach out to us because 
their voices don’t go very far. They don’t have the op-
portunity to express themselves and they feel this is 
important at this time.” The videos were shared widely 
in the community via Facebook and WhatsApp. “Peo-
NJCȩQ?Wȩ~RF?R�QȩUFCPCȩUC�PCȩDPMK
ȩRF?R�QȩMSPȩB?GJWȩJGDC�
}ȩ
points out Whali Jean Silvanu, JA programme coordina-
tor. “When we see that it comes from our community 
and when people feel a part of it, the videos have more 
of an impact.”

,CUȩ?NNPM?AFCQ

“When we see  
that it comes from 
our community and 
when people feel  
a part of it, the 
videos have more  
of an impact.”
*,',�ȎIJJ>HBO�6L>KIF�6BJBLFAL
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EU-funded 
Preventing and 
"NTMSDQHMF«5HNKDMS«
Extremism projects 
are designed with 
ATHKS�HM«ɆDWHAHKHSX«
and the agility to 
respond to changing 
circumstances.

#3�DSLBCBȩ120'4#ȩ%JM@?Jȩ%!#0$ȩU?Qȩ?JQMȩOSGAIȩMȎȩ
the blocks to reassess and realign once the impact of 
the pandemic became clear, as Katya Palazzolo, Head 
MDȩ#VRCPL?Jȩ�Ȏ?GPQ
ȩCVNJ?GLQ�ȩ|5MPIGLEȩUGRFȩMSPȩ@M?PB
ȩUCȩ
quickly acted to facilitate a repurposing of funds where 
needed. As grantees were respecting national rules, 
they had to halt their activities in many cases. So we 
?PP?LECBȩDMPȩȐCVG@GJGRWȩDMPȩ?ȩQK?JJȩNPMNMPRGMLȩMDȩASPPCLRȩ
grants to help them deal with the current situation.” 

Zooming in on GCERF grantees in Kosovo, for in-
stance, one local woman had received funding for 
her textile business from a small business training 
NPMEP?KKC�ȩ-LACȩ!-4'"ȩFGR
ȩQFCȩQFGȓCBȩFCPȩ@SQGLCQQȩ
model to start making face masks – creating an online 

tutorial on how to sew a mask and selling or donating 
to healthcare workers the masks she produced herself. 
Another project promoting social cohesion in Kosovan 
schools had been supporting reintegration of returned 
DMPCGELȩRCPPMPGQRȩȏEFRCPQȩ?LBȩRFCGPȩD?KGJGCQ
ȩBCTCJMNGLEȩ
educational curricula for children returning from Syria 
and Iraq. The arrival of COVID meant the children could 
no longer go to school, disrupting the stability and con-
RGLSGRWȩQMȩTGR?JȩDMPȩWMSLEȩNCMNJCȩ?ȎCARCBȩ@WȩRP?SK?�ȩ Wȩ
PCNSPNMQGLEȩ RFCȩ DSLBGLE
ȩFMUCTCP
ȩ RFCȩ,%-ȩU?Qȩ?@JCȩ
to adapt the curriculum and provide the students with 
tablets so they could continue their schooling at home. 
�ȩ QK?JJȩ QRCNȩ ?AFGCTCBȩ RF?LIQȩ RMȩ DSLBGLEȩ ȐCVG@GJGRWȩ zȩ
MLCȩRF?RȩK?ICQȩ?ȩ@GEȩBGȎCPCLACȩGLȩQSNNMPRGLEȩ?ȩTSJLCP-
able child through an uncertain time.



Preventing and countering violent extremism  
(P/CVE) is a crucial aspect of the European Union’s 
?NNPM?AFȧRMȧAMSLRCPRCPPMPGQK�ȧ2FPMSEFȧGRQȧ.!4#ȧGL-
itiatives the EU aims to foster peace, stability and 
security – around the globe, but ultimately also for 
#SPMNC?LȧAGRGXCLQ�ȧ�QȧTGMJCLRȧCVRPCKGQKȧGLȧMLCȧN?PRȧ
of our interconnected world can easily have spill-
MTCPȧCȎCARQȧCJQCUFCPC
ȧ#SPMNC?LȧQCASPGRWȧPCOSGPCQȧ
AMLACPRCBȧCȎMPRQȧ@Wȧ?ȧ@PM?BȧAM?JGRGMLȧMDȧMPE?LGQ?-
RGMLQȧ?RȧBGȎCPCLRȧJCTCJQ�ȧ

The EU’s strategic approach to P/CVE will con-
tinue to be centred around cooperation and multi-
J?RCP?JGQK�ȧ2FCȧ#3ȧUGJJȧAMLRGLSCȧRMȧAMMNCP?RCȧUGRFȧ
both large international organisations such as the 
UN, the Global Counter Terrorism Forum and In-
terpol, as well as with a multitude of smaller civil 
QMAGCRWȧ?ARMPQ�ȧ'RȧUGJJȧAMKNJCKCLRȧNMJGAWȧGLGRG?RGTCQȧ
such as the Women, Peace and Security Agenda and 
the Youth, Peace and Security Agendas as well as 
national and regional policy agendas in EU Member 
States, Third Countries, the European Neighbour-
FMMBȧ ?LBȧ N?PRLCPȧ AMSLRPGCQ�ȧ 5GRFȧ EPMUGLEȧ SP@?Lȧ
populations around the world, the EU also looks to 
empower cities to play a more prominent role in 
.!4#�ȧ 'Rȧ ?JQMȧFMNCQȧ RMȧ CLF?LACȧ AMMNCP?RGMLȧUGRFȧ
strategic and like-minded partners in the private 
QCARMP�ȧ

In the coming years, the EU aims to expand 
its position as a global peace and security actor, 
JC?BGLEȧRFCȧU?WȧGLȧQCRRGLEȧEJM@?JȧQR?LB?PBQ�ȧ'LȧGRQȧ
CȎMPRQȧ RMȧ R?AIJCȧ RFCȧ QRPSARSP?Jȧ CAMLMKGA
ȧ NMJGR-
ical and social grievances that can fuel extreme 
thought, the EU will continue to place a strong em-

phasis on democratic principles, the rule of law and 
EMMBȧEMTCPL?LAC�ȧ&SK?Lȧ PGEFRQȧ?LBȧ GLRCPL?RGML?Jȧ
humanitarian law will also continue to be a com-
mon thread in EU actions, with a particular focus 
MLȧECLBCPȧCOS?JGRWȧ?LBȧWMSRF�ȧ

The EU also looks to consolidate its role as a 
leader in building academic research on violent ex-
RPCKGQKȧ?LBȧ P?BGA?JGQ?RGML�ȧ 'RȧUGJJȧ @Cȧ?ȧ AMLRGLSCBȧ
priority of EU-funded projects to add to the pub-
licly-available knowledge base, exploring theory 
to support practitioners on the ground in reacting 
quickly to evolving situations and developing in-
novative approaches – all in a well-founded and 
UCJJ�PC?QMLCBȧU?W�ȧ�RȧRFCȧQ?KCȧRGKC
ȧGLAPC?QCBȧ?R-
RCLRGMLȧQFMSJBȧ@CȧEGTCLȧRMȧAMLAPCRCȧCȎCARQȧMLȧRFCȧ
ground, to further understand what works, foster 
knowledge exchange and showcase the small and 
J?PECȧNMQGRGTCȧGKN?ARQȧAPC?RCBȧ@WȧRFCȧ#3�Qȧ?ARGMLQ�ȧ

Perhaps the most important cornerstone of P/
CVE actions will continue to prioritise supporting 
the local – local actors, local capacity and rela-
tions, and listening to the local context to inform 
MTCP?PAFGLEȧ ?NNPM?AFCQ�ȧ 2FCȧ #SPMNC?Lȧ 3LGMLȧ
wants to keep supporting grassroots initiatives by 
providing the tools and resources that are needed 
for communities that want to become more resil-
GCLRȧRMȧTGMJCLRȧCVRPCKGQRȧBGQAMSPQCQ�ȧ2FCȧQRMPGCQȧGLȧ
RFGQȧNS@JGA?RGMLȧDC?RSPCȧNCMNJCȧDPMKȧBGȎCPCLRȧ@?AI-
EPMSLBQȧ?LBȧ?ECQȧ?LBȧ GLȧK?LWȧBGȎCPCLRȧ N?PRQȧ MDȧ
RFCȧUMPJB�ȧ'DȧRFCPCȧGQȧMLCȧRFGLEȧRF?RȧSLGRCQȧRFCK
ȧGRȧ
is that they are writing and rewriting their own sto-
ries: strengthening their voices to make a positive 
AF?LECȧRMȧRFCGPȧJGTCQȧ?LBȧRFCGPȧAMKKSLGRGCQ�ȧ

What next?
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Countering radicalisation and 
violent extremism in the regions 
of Sahel and Maghreb
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Preventing Violent 
Extremism through 
Promoting Tolerance and 
Respect for Diversity
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Restore social cohesion in the 
north of Burkina Faso
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unesAmbassadeursbf
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